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Holland City News.
VOL.

XIII.—

NO.

HOLLAND,

47.

MICH.,
Was

SATURDAY, DECEMBER

NO.

Gfi7.

B. J. De Vries the cornqtist.The pro- was generally good and some of it very
gram was full of interest. It consisted of fine indeed. Toward tho close of the exThe editor’s turkey is still on the reoat.
A Happy New Year to all.
responsivereading, prayer by the pastor, ercises tbe presents were distributed,and
A Weekly Newspaper published
Last Sunday was the shortestday in the >crlpture recitations,speaking, address by Mr. A. Visscher and tbe superintendent
More of the beautiful this week.
every Saturday.
the superintendent, singing in great abund- favored the school with brief remarks,
ance and pleasing variety, and offeringsby after which the school and audience were
Christmas trees were ''quitenumereus
A.
M.
Kantrrs
and
family
arrived
“Santa
Claus.” The “marching song” dismissed, Rov. J. H. Karston pronouncthis year.
§«5incs‘i fliwtovu.
home from Buffalo, N. Y. last Monday, j with which the exercises began was most ing the benediction.
Pay your taxes now and avoid the 5 per
FIRST CHURCH.
Cjmnliilcn Horehjnt.
„„
...
cent additional charge.
The
nsual
Christmas
services were helct
T>EACII, W. H. ComralsBlon Merchant, and
by a continuous storm and the trains on
uv
JJ dealer In Grain, Flour aud Produce. Ulehest G. A. Kan ter 8, youngest son of Mr. R.
in the 1st Reformed Church, Rev. E. Bes,
the railway were .11
ro1'uu9- lJBann<,r* »aad,omely nmarket orlce paid for wheat. Office In Brick
scribed with golden mottoes were carried on the evening of the 24th inst. The
store, corner Eighth and Fleh streets.
Kanters, arrived home from school last

The

Mand

City

,

News

LOCAL ITEMS.

yeur stocking well

„

the

Wednesday.

Drags and kediches.

,
delayed.

l» Drugs and ModiJL' cines, Pulnts and Oils, Brushes, Ac. Physiciansprescriptionscarefullyput up. Eighth St.

I^EENGS, D.

It., Drug Store, Flue Drugs, Medicines, Fancy Goods, Toilet Articlesand
Perfumeries. River street.

\TAN POTTEN, Wm.,

Y

the attractionsat the Roller Skating Rink

W. our people have been well entertained

full

this

week.

11KBER, Druggist and Pharnucist;a

slock of goods appertaining to the bus-

loess.

“

The employees of the Cappon & Bertsch
Company’stanneries in this city
received a (turkey each last Wednesday
Leather

fanUan.

\f EVER, BROUWER & GO., Dealers in all from their employees.
JYi kinds
- Paper,
kinds of* Furniture, Cnrtains,Wall
Carpets, Coffltis, Picture Frames,etc.; RlVer St.

Cards are out announcing that Dr. B.

(tasral Dialeri.

J.

VTAN PUTTEN,

G. A SONS. General Dealers In
Dry Goods, Groceries, Crockery,Hats and
Caps, Flour, Provisions,etc. River street.

V

lead

this city, will

material with

consistory

a

Wo

I

|\i°

|

nave not the space

te

make

^iiiercn*

^ie

scholars assembled in the

reference

raom

adjoining the

The exercises were opened with prayer by

T. Keppel,
8Peaiter8 the assistant superintendent,

ii1®

Gingers. All performed their parts which was followed by an address of wel'veii an<* meriteii ih® pndGO they received. come by the pastor; after which the fol-

and
New Groningen.

to Miss Gertie Boone, daughterof Mr.

Immediately afterthe superintendent’s “re- lowing program of. exercises was carried
marks” and a suggestivesong by one of •ut:
Prof. Hummer, of our Public Schools^ the younger members of the school, the
Maalc by the choir— “The Prince of Posce."
Scriptural recitation—'‘The Birth of Christ.” by
left last Wednesday for New Orleans, and doors in the rear of the platform were

Mrs. J. H. Boone, of

|

the World’s Exposition and Cotton Cen-

to the

Grand Ha- tennial. He

10 girls

thrown open and the exclamation points

1

will be absent two tveeks.

Messrs. Yates

of the printed program were explained.

& Kane have had

10

boys.

Koratlicd."

I

The vocal "exclamations'1 of the scholars

a

and

Mualc by ten mombera of tho achool,— “Qet
Recitation by Mlfta Ltulo Van den

Beldt-^Het

a huge pyramid of Keratfeeet." ]
At the Roller Skating Rink next week remarkable holiday trade this week, but "Christmaspails” filled with “Christmas ( Recitationby )Ulia ArKroidonler-Poem on
.9:5.
“* v'*
hurdle race will be 'among the attrac- their stock is by no means depleted and goodies”greeted their
sight. Thedemolialogne, MlaSes De Grootand lioeawkea-“Een

„

inf.

hotel in the city. Is located in the business center of the town and has
one of the largest and best sample rooms In the
state, Free bus In connection with the hotel.
first-class

wcU

him.

and

church edifice, and at the appointed time marched
in to the church and took the seats assigned to each class. Over tho platform
on the wall in letters of gold was the usual motto, "Etrt tij God in de lloogtsk."

is visiting

On Tuesday next Bert Scbolteu,of
Graafschap,will be united in matrimony

ven, next Tuesday, Dec. 80, 1884.

QITY HOTEL, Williams Bros., Proprletara.
The only

De yries, of

alter Miss Grace L: Boer, of

Eotfli,
.

u

Brower.

Van den Berge’s Family Medicines. River Street.

^yALSHi

u^u

the marched led by the thrilling music of corThe snow plows of the Chicago aud
famlly of Capt. F. R.
net and organ. The effect 'was grand.
West Michigan R’y have been in use
The program thus opened was cnlcrtain
every day this week.
Ald. R. E. Werkman contemplatesa ing l0 the lu8t 8ol0j trl0t quarleUo an(j
tr.p west. He will probablygo next week. Iu„ chfiru8 were all eDj d# Bm vcr8c5
With the church entertainmentsand
Ho will take four car loads of building I were
Speaking was geod.

Dealer in Drugs, Medl-

clues. Paints, Oils, etc. Proprietor of Dr.

*

Mias Roxik Robinson, daughter of Capt. by the scholars. All were singing as they teachers

Robinson of Baugatuck,

•rvOESBUKG.J.O. Dottier

filled?

,

year,

v

1884. WHOLE

27,

'Vv?

tions. It

will

undoubtedly take place on

Wednesday evening. Music every even- should”™!

IS08

,hinS iD

ltlCir

were

enthusiasticas

menapraak.”

“d

,h" '‘W“rk •' ,r‘’’
of beauty” by the giving of a pail to
i,hin,I °f

I

•'

m

.

Mnalc by tbe Infant claaa-“Peaceon Earth."
Addreaa to the infant claaa by Elder B. Krnlde.

\
Jacob Van Potter, of the firm of J. every member of the school was tho closing
I
Jas. Rydrr, proprietor.
XT Located near the C. A W. M. R’y depot, has [J. W. Bosman, Jr., T. A. Boot, A. E. Van Putten & Co., ot the Butter Tub Fac 8Cene' H#P® Church, we think, excelledj Recitationby Comellaa Brum— ‘The Poor Boy’a
good facilities for the travelingpublic,and its
De Wit, H, Bosch and Sam'Stobbelaar, ItoryvUited Chicago this week and says Mt8e^ 00
occasion. The two hours ChristmasEve.”
tabletsunsurpassed, Ffce hack for accommodation of guests.
Recitation by Cornelias Hasan, “Het Keratfeeet.
hat business Is extraordinarily dull in his 8Pent in the church were the shortest
all students in the Medical department of
Recitation by Mias Francos Van Os— “Het Herat
lae
in
that
|
and
happiest
for
which
any
ana
could
gCOTT’S HOTEL. W. J, Bcott, proprietor. the Universityat Ann Arbor, are home
lied."
This hotel is located on the corner oi Ninth
.
wish.
and Fish streets, Terns, fl. GO per day. Good ac- for the holidays.
Music by tho choir— “God will be with Bil
Last Saturday a Are was built in a
KIRIT reformed cntrncn.
commodations can always be reliedon.
people."
The sermon of Dr. Scott, the jnangurnl car at ZtEland to keep the cargo of potaTlie guodtjr lch#ol of the Fir8t Re.
Recitation by Miss Dona De Vrlea-Ps. 88.
Uviry aid Sals SUblsi.
address of Dr. Steffens,tho brief speect^s toes from freezing. At 2 o’clock Sunday formed church held their Christmas festtRecitation by Mias Mary Yllek— “Etn BchoonTJOONE, £1., Livery and Sale Stable. Office and of Rev. Messrs. 8. Bolks and H. Dosker,
lied."
morning
the
fire
department
ef
the
village
val
on
Christmaa
Eve
in
the
Hape
College
X) barn on Market street.Everythingfirst-class.
Recitation by Mr. John Kok— "Do Groote Gave
at the installationof Rev. Dr. Steffens as was called out to keep the car from burn- chftpeL Al t few mlnut#8 pait 8evcn
aan het Menschden door do Geboortevan Jeans."
TTAVER&ATE, G. J., Livery and Boarding
XX Stable. Fine rigs and good horses can al- Professor of Theology in tho theological ing, which they did in admirable shape, e.clock #11 lhe pUpll8 cam(, march|ng lnl0 Addressby Mr; K. Bchsddolee—“De Sabbath
ways be relied on. On Fish street, near Scott's seminary of Hope College, are to bo pub- only one and of the car was damaged.
the chapel, having came together in one School-bur work— hur plants in verband tot da
hotel.
lished In book form.
gemeente,”
VIIBBELlNK, J. H., Livery and bale Stable;
Address by Eld. T. Keppal— "De Zegeningon
K J. Habrirqtox hu .ured bi. 8,ocX
ll N inth street, near Market.
The system employed in Hope Church
yan hat jaar door ona Genotei."for fhancisl support is one of tho best •f kT1,|!r0m^n’!,1!,- •* h“
Mnstc by tba school.
KaaofictorlM.XlUi, taps, Stc.
"ooi »
with oriDsss, .nd

T)B(ENIX HOTEL.

nlcr.

.

M8

metropolis.

box
1

W v
‘T

tbit could be devised. The quarterly

TJAUKLS, VAN PUTTEN

.A CO., Proprietors
JL
Manuractareru ol
XT or
of Pluggcr Mills. Manufactnreru
of new Process Flour, Near foot of Eighth street.

Ninth Streets.

just closiug will be a successful one.

.

Fhytloiiai.

The new double brick store on Rive
street which has just been erected by Aidi
R. E. Werkman, of the phoenix planing

"DEBT,

XJ

R. B., Physicianand Surgeon, can be
found in his office In First Ward Drug Btore,

on Eighth street.

TT’REMERS,

B..,

mill, is

Physicianand Surgeon. Hes-

TTATES, 0.

X

Physician and

K..

,

J,

.,,

,, ...

a

at residenceon the corner of River and fine an office as there
Eleventhstreets, formerly occupied by the lute Dr.
Ledcboer.

is

in the country.

CHRISTMAS AT OUR CHURCHES.
HOPE CHURCH.

“twilit

Dlatrlbntlon of B. 9. cards and candles.

Bingingby the entire audience, Pa. 194:8
Benediction.

The large edifice was Hearty

filled by

an

.

off very satisfactorily.-Thu

of golden stars, with a large
.

.

.

were

choir was well rendered

'

music by the

and gave

excel-

lent satisfaction.Tho dialogue, "Een

ZamenipraaK” by tho two little girli
named above, drew forth the applause of
words "Wonderful,” "Prince of Peace”
the audience, notwithstanding tbe reand "Counsellor;”while in front hung
quest that no applause take place, and we

this

huog

three festoons bearing the

the Christmas greeting cut out in fine let-

Last Sabbath, Christmas Sunday,

J

.

the words: "Jesus our Star.” Just before
|

Aid. Werkman has fitted
and has as

i

silver one in the center, on which

call.

up the store in elegant shape

.

.

attentiveaudience, aud everything passed

new eccupied by J. D. Bidder as

the Phoenix.

Surgeon. Office

,Urn.i8.hl"S lighted lilh

t
*
satisfactionto all cuslomeri. Give him

a boot and shoe stere and as an office for

X\. idenceonTwolftbstreet.cor.
of Market 8t.
Office at the drag store of Kremers A Bangs.. Office hoars from 11 a. m. to 12 m.,and from 5 to G p.m

...

he will sell the whole stock atre. .
. large number
markab e low figures and wi 1 guarantee

that

.

ernueopiu, and col„„d .iMu; papur

ous large stock af general merchandise,

*"d

^

T-

”0r?
1

pew-rents are willingly pledged and
promptly paid. Payments for the last ol'lhi”*’
quarter are now being made. The year

VTAN RAALTK, B., dealear in Farm impleY menu aud machinery. Cor. River and

I

scr-

1

ters

and well lighted up with candles. De-

feel

warranted in adding that ail did well.

Tbe carrying out ef the program cave evi-

Hope Church, fore the stage, on the left aide, was a foundence ef thorough preparation. In no
morning and evening. The audiences tain throwing up several jets of water,
case was any prompting necessary in the
Last Friday morning the students of
were large on both occasions. The music which added to tbe beauty of the decora
Photographer.
recitationof the pieces, and all, both
Hope College presented Rev. Dr. Scott,
was a special feature.The choir of the tlon. Tbe exercises consisted of singing,
"LF IGGIN 8, B. P., the lendingPhotograph Gal- president of the College, with a very 'fine
children and parents, went home well
church, under the leadership of J. M. responsivereadings, and recitations,beXX lery opposite this office.
pleased with tbe exercises of the evening.
gold watch. The present was a complete
Doesburg,renderedsome excellent selec- sides addresses by tbe Revs. Drs. Steffens
Wstshei e:l Jewelry.
METHODIST CHURCH.
surprise to the Doctor, who accepted tbe
tions. The order of musical service as and Scott. The programme was nicely
UKEYMAN, OTTO, Watchmaker, Jeweler,and gift, making a very neat little speech in
At this church a "log cabin” took tho
given in our issue of last week was fully arrangedand carried out in full, and the
X) dealer in fancy goods. Corner of Market
place of the usual Christmas tree on
which he briefly referred to his early exand Eighth streets.
and finely Carried out. The organist,differentexercises were greeted with hearChristmas Eve. Tbe Cabin was built on
periences in the ministry, and giving the
T17TKBUY8EN, H., dealer in Watches,Clocks,
Rika Boone, played with taste and skill, ty applause.-A solo by Miss Isabella
a large platform,and was tastefullyrev v Jewelry and Bpecucles, cor. Ninth and Ceboys some very kind and timely advic
The anthems, chants and hymns were all Steffens, entitled: "Old” Saint Nicholas,”
dar streets.
lieved by evergreen trees in the "front
Last Thursday night, Christmas night, so well executed we scarcely know which | and a recitation by Master Henry Win- yard.” Tbe snow on tbe roof aud "togs”
was the coldest iu the histery of this sec- 110 0,11 ,h0 bc8t- ln racl cach 6eea,ed b“l ters, entitled: "Christmas Boundary,” seemed as though it had just fallen. An
f0fiftiejs.
in its turn. Miss Kittle Doesburg sung were very heartily applauded. One of the
tion for a number of years. The ther
owl had perched on' tbe roof and seemed
I. 0. Of 0. F.
mometer registered thirty degrees below he soprano, in place of Miss Mary Alcott exercises was the singing, by the audience, sternly wise os he looked down upon
Holland City Lodge, No. *192, Independent zero at this office Friday morning at 7 who was ill, and sang her part with great of the missionary hymn, "From Green
Order w.
of Odd
holds im>
its icKnlar
regular meetings
the people. Abont 7:80 o'clock the large
v.uo.
vuu .Fellows,
vowna, uu.uo
at Odd FcUow’a Hall, Holland, Mich;, on Tuesday
o’clock, while at the residence of Mr. A. credit. This church is to be coogratu- land’s Icy Mountains,” after which the
audience which had assembled were
evening
ventng or
of eacn
each week.
ated upon the attractivenessof its music, amounts of the monthly missionary collecVisscher at 6:20 o'clock it was 29 degrees
Visiting brothers are cordiallyinvited.
cheered by an organ voluntary. Then
>oth instrumentalana vocal. The ser- tions of each class were read. . The total
L. D. Baldus, N. G.
below, and at Mr. Marsllje’sat 7 o’clock
Willi An Bacmqaictl, U. 8.
followed declamations, dialogues and
mons
by the pastor, Rev. T. W. Jones, amount fer the year 1884, was ninety-nine
it was 18 degree*. Mr. G. H. Souter kept
scripture readings, interspersedwith well
were appropriate and impressive. The dollars and thirty cents. Dr. Btefien’s adF. & A. X.
the following record at his place: At 11
vices were observed in

v
i
4

A Regular Communication of Uhitt Lodge,

—

V'

........

No. 191. F. A A. M., will be .....
held at Masonic Hal.
Holland, Mien.,
uonana,
Mich., at
ai 7< o
o'clock
ciock snarp,
sharp, on
on Wednesday,
weanesday,
evenings, Jan. 9, Feb. 0, March 5, April 9, Mar 7,
Joned, July 8, Aug. 0, Sept. 8, Oct. 1, Oct. 89,
Nor. 26. Dec. 81. St. John.s days June 84, and
Dec. 87.
R.B. BIST,.W> MD. L. Botd.Sjc’v.

===-=

o'clock Thursday night

it

was

15 degrees

below zero, at 12 o’clock 17 degrees,

o’clock 20 degrees, ot 1:80 o’clock 19 degrees an# oi Friday

morning at

7 o’clock

21 degrees, at 7:30 o’clock 24 degrees,
at 8 o’clock

15 degrees.

It is the

parltriis.

damaged

peach crop is badly

it

may

be totally destroyed.
(wholesale.)
[Oorrtcitd every Friday by E. J. Harrington.)
Apples, 40c; Beans, 80c, $1.00; Butter, 15, 16c;
•BsijgJBc; Honey, 14c; Onions, 80, 40c; Potatoes,

The

patronized this week and manager CoolIdge has done all in his power to entertain
his

filter, 18, 19c;
80c.

Orals, Feed, Etc.
(wholesale.) •
(Corrected every Friday by W. H. Beach.)
,45c; Bran, V 100 8m., 05c: Barley,
1.00; Clover seed, V 8)., $8.80; Corn
Bw., 81.80; Corn, ehellod,SSc: Flour,
Dorn Meal, $» 100 Ibi., *1.30: freed,

v 100 8Jb., 90c; Data, new, 85.26c;
8)i., *6.00:
I*

Rye, 45c:

White, 70c; Red

/

Roller Skating Rink has been well

patrons. He runs the rink in

BITAIL.
Honer, 10c; Onions, 60c; Potatoes,

not

j:

Produce, Etc.

BK,

and

general

opinion of .fruitgrowers that while the

©at

;

ot 1

a

manner

for

as the

as

good

moat fastidiouscould ask

and is not at

ting people

all particular about let-

know

treats all alike and

chosen Christmas csrols and ether songs.
themes considered were suited to the oc- dress was In the Holland language and he
Then the organ strains heralded "Jolly
casion and earnestly presented. On Tues- called attention to the meaning ef tbe
Old St. Nicholas.” He was first seen at
laj evening the Christmaa entertainment Christmas festival, while Dr. Scott spoke
the chimney ef the cabin. Before ho
[>f the Sunday school took place. At an a few hearty words about missions. Then
descended out of sight he made aipicy
early hour the seats an# aisles of the came the distribution ef refreshments
efreibmentste
to
little speech to the children. Seon after
church wore packed with people. The the children and also a large
rge nunhber of
he went down the chimney he came oat
arge and growing school was present in the audience were favored
I, after Which
of the cabin door bringing his wife with
ful1 ^0^ce• TIie iDterlor 91 lho c}lUrcl1 al) went home having spent a very pleashim. After being introduced she had a
was handsomely decorated. Two large ant evening.
nice littletalk with the children about tho
trees beautifully ornamented and brilliantTHIRD REFORMED CHURCH.
"geography of Christmas.” She madda
ly lighted stood upen the pulpit plaltorm,
The ChristmasexerCl^Bs of the Sunday
very favorable impression on the whole
one on each side. A star shone out bright- School of the Third Reformed Church, audience. Then Mr. and Mrs. Ml
ly above tbe pulpit recess. Evergreen fes- were held on ChristmasEve. The church Clans” brooght out the preseuts— and it
toons were hung about the room with was beautifullydecorated for tbe occasion. seemed their cab.ln was full of
when lo, "their' children”—four pleasing effect. Altogetherwe think tbe Two large evergreens, highly illuminated,
beautifulgirls— appeared and bore
decorations could not have been excelled sparkling with stars and gems, were presents to their many friends. The exfor tasteful ness and attractiveness. The placed each on one side of tbe platform, ercises were heartily applauded aud ene^ertaiument itself was one of the best ef while between these and further back was joyed by all.
GRACE EPISCOPAL CHURCH.
its kind we have ever witnessed. Prof. a handsome pyramid loaded with highly

that

ha runs it. He

maintains good order

»

and good deportment. The barrel race
on Christmas night was won by Fred Kollentookcharge ef the exercises.He ornamented boxes of candies and oranges.
Wade. There were five contestants. Tbe looked happy as he gazed upon the large Above the platformwere several approprilace was very exciting and was enjoyed and growing school of which he is now ate Inscripliensof beautiful design and exe-

Timothy by all. Tbe orange race which took place the efficient superintendent,dn numbers, cution — 4
last night we are unable to give a report appearance, behavior, recitationsand sing- ever*

frolta, 70c

;

of. The rink was decoratedwith Chinese ing the school won for themselves great lumi.
lanterns, Japanese fans and parasols,and honor. The choir of the church assisted
really presented a

very

attractive ap-

in the music. Miss Mary

pearance. The decorationswill remain charge of
for the next

week’s attractions which will

be announced in due time.
-

'•Y

m

the singing of

the

conducted the
was

the

m

<

i

.

>
mm

Gllesple,of the western

irT
i.Ti

t

nTTiUTT

m

•gainst the Sentinel newspaper.
lowing

is

his

CITY.

'

fol-

letter:

*£;•

POTX'ND

The

"fl"1

I three

the

PlTB 1,600-barreloil tanka were burned heard that a word of dlaapprovalmw spoken,
while the trreat maw of the democratic speakers
repeated the 11b 1 trom every stamp la Indiana
able property....Heaps of human bones with vituperative rancor, with B.be and ribald
Jest It was thus made, so for as any matter of
have been found in the loft of a New \ork the kind can be made, an issno In an exdtlnij
political campaltrn, and the democrats of
the State were thoroughlyrolsone«l In their

I
mere
I
I

nestion to be decided at
U
Biraply imWashington possible that I can have a fair trial, or that I can

U

Sowl«!,ut <5“w
The merenry is frozen,bnt the minimum e®citlJgcampalimIn this country. If I were
registeredbv the spirit thermometer is 42 unfair enough to desire a Jury composed of my
below zero and stiU felling. A noithwest own partis ns I could not have It. A Properly
hurricane,
wUh an estimatedvelocity of
over one hundred miles an honr, prevails, parties in about eqnal proportions. When I visitA

NSW Yobk

at

nSTS^K

dispatch aays that in lh°

asylum

ruins of the burned Catholic orphan

the Bute who.

In

a iwlltlcal suit, would give

a

°KuTC

Brooklyn a. charred bodies of eleven

—

other corpses will be found. The roster of Rble to fight the Sentinel newspaper in an Indi
the littleonesshows about 120 as
but these
Supposed
be gJn0Stlc party of the Bute. With these
housed
the neighborhood. Of Btxnwnujtiigg, and with this prospect, it

in

is

imssing
to

are

|

be recovered. an,i i am

thought other bodies will

w’000'
*2W,uuu.

wilUng to leave mv written statement

apSte8T5”onnno?'crhS2
bv a technicality or suffered
to' die In silence. 1 prefer to make this frank
and open statement of the reason which Induced
me to believe the prosecutionof the case would
be utterly fruiUess. Very respectfully,
James O. Blaine.
John B. Hoffman was executed at CinA prominent Ohio Democrat states that
cinnati,for killing his son three years ago.

as the

bmldmg was

valued at

THE WEST.

Two men

supported

him while the

hand-

1

Judge Thurman has recentlyreceived from

j

f

money

Har-

Mrs.

natiJ£ of pialt Carpenter to the Governor-

. ,

ringtow recognizedhim os a neighbor, Hhip 0f the Territory.Carpenter lives in
whereupon be shot her through the shoul- jfew York State.
derand killed her husband. Lewis
three Cabinet portfolios are said to
gter has been arrested for the murder. ...
ao„Qi_r
To a circular sent out by the Railroad have been already decided upon. Sena, or
Commission of Iowa, asking if increased Bayard is to be Secretary of the Treasury,
rates have been made, and the reason there- genator Garland Attorney-General, and
for, five railroadshave answered that
ml McClellftn Secretary of the Navy,
only have freightsnot been raised, bnt, in
Wa8hinglon correspondent of the Chifeet redachons have been made .....
rn-6unf telegraphs that journal this
Sheriff of Athens County. Ohio, requested J* r_binet * jD‘
two companiesof troops for the Hocking * prominent Democrat wys that three CabiYalley,but the Governorthought the local net positionshave been settled.They are:

Web-

not
^

The

officialscould maintain

order.
. ,.

SenatorBayard for the Treasury, SenatorGarland, of Arkansas, for Attorny General, and
The brilliantyoung tragedienne, Gen_ McClellan, of New Jersey for Secretaryof
the Navy. This gentleman says that
Miss Margaret Mather, opens this week at Mr. Cleveland has decided that neither
MoVicker’s Theater, her engagement cover- New York nor Indiana shall have a Cabinet place, as he considersthat both
ing the holidays. She will appear in “The those States are represented
the
Honeymoon,"as Lady Macoeth, and in Cabinet through the President and Vice Presiseveral other roles in which she has dent Bo confidentare Democrats that Mr.
Garland is to go into the Cabinetthat an appliachieved feme.
cation has already been recorded on the diaTHE County Poor House near Lapeer, Uram of the Senate chamber for the seat which

LotWrL _____
lD6?2! B°Bradford,a residentof Cincinnati,

.

_

OEN. SHERMAN AND JEFF DAVIS.

In

The Former Makes Public

Among the bills

a Letter Written

and

|

Scnatore Garland and Gorman, pays that nothin*
was said during the visit of the Senators that
might not have been heard by every citizen of

be one of the Cabinet, and that SenatorPendleton will be suitably recognized with one of the
principal foreign missions.

tow a, lormiaame
tpnridtlle nrt;
who has Informed

icy General;hut
nep.
Imt be
I* will
w«l nave
al in Gov.
dy, of Ohio,

Gmandj
Hoa

policy—the organizationand discipline of the
army -Is perfectly consistent with the hypotheb is that he is aiming at abeolnto power. Not a
* word has come from him showing dlaapproval
of the military usurpationin the orders

for martial

Dorn.

law by Bragg and

• • •

Van

Again, it is well known
that the subject of a dictatorshiphas been
mooted, talked of, and discussedin private and
in the public Journals, and that the most earnest advocatesof such a course have b en editors
near him, editors of Journalsrecognizedas organs of the administration.* • • These are
bad Mans. They should pnt the country on Its
Mr. Stephens goes on to say that his

i
i
|

the
be President-elect,t through correspondence j
with friends,that he desires the Attorney .General's office.

Mr

man

weakness and imhg j,‘M n0 more feeling of reg^mcit toward him for these defects than toward his noor, old, blind and deaf dog. He says
not one- tenth of the people approve the acta of
the administration.
...
Gen. Sherman says it was the Stephens letter
he referred to when he said Davis was trying to
establisha despotism instead of a coniederacy
of States. He said the letter was captured in
the latterpart of November, 1864, by a party of
foragers under his immediate command. The
foragers found the letter in a lx>x with a number of other things while prodding the grounds
of Johnson's residence with their bayonet*for
buried objects. Gen. Sherman said he had a
dozen letterslike Johnson’sletter, bnt nowhere
is proof presented in so substantial a form as in
it. The other lettersare from great men in the
South and cover a portion of the ground mentioned in the Stephens letter.

and

™

-

fiaviH*

—

™
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^dows.
SOUTH.
UIE
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White House, on Dec. 16, President Arthur decided that the Pullman Car Company is
touched the electric button which set the responsible for the goods and chattels of
machineryof the New Orleans Exposition itg pft88engon<( ond gave judgment for
revolving.The attendance at New Orleans $?1 ^ o[ which a pfttron wug jobbed on a
was large, and addressessuitable to the gieeper The Wabash Road has not only
occasion were made, the speech of I resi- cu^ down wage8 and reduced the number
dent Arthur, opening toe show, being 0£ empi0ye8t but now runs “spotters" on
telegraphed from the White Honse and aU
to watch tho conductors.

MdL

^

""Sembl”g0“ th8 ElP°sl,lon It

It is not considered likely .that the

prop-

is

reported that Sir John Mncdonnld,

THE MARKETS.
NEW

‘be Canadian Premier, haa expressed him-

M

suspend tho coinage of the silver
b> f“™r0{ Ure alliance of England,
dollar will be favorablyacted upon by the ! Canada, and Australia on terms of iudivirtual autonomy and mutual protection ....
present Congress.
Investigations by Bradslreet’sCommercial
At a meeting exhibitorsof in the ExposiAgency show that in twenty-one States
tion building at New Orleans, it was unani- there* are at the present time 316,mously resolved to demand the removal of fiOO persons out of employment.....
Samuel Mullen, Chief of Installation,for Business failuresfor the week number 305,
against316 the previous week, and 280 in the
certain unbusinesslike acts.
Edward Gittings was literallycarried correspondingperiod of 1883,... Both of
the Mackay-Bqnnettcables are now in runinto the Criminal Court room at Bolitimore ning order, the second one having been sucoaition to

to receivesentence of five years for arson,

the Judge offering to sign a petition for
pardon. The prisoner feinted, and became

cessfullyfished up and mended.

A decree haH been issued by the Gov-

WAfllUNGTOX.

ernor-General of Little Russia expellingall

Congress has been recommendedby

Jewish tradersin the Dnieper

supply themselves with special permits.
the Controller of the Currency to approThe decree places tho Jews in the power of
priate the $950,000necessary to liquidate
petty Russiad officials. . .Among the goods
the claims of the depositors against the arriving at Dover from the contiFreedmen’s Bank. It is estimated that nent English detectives discovered
not more than one-tenthof the claims
tin-can / filled with dynamite
against the bank are still held by the origi- cartridgesweighing 200 pounds. The
nal depositors.
London municipal authoritiesoffer £5,000
An effort is to be made to secure the pas- reward for the discovery of the authors of
sage of a bill through Congress requiring tho bridge explosion..... Henry M. Stanley
.

urges that the Berlin Conference neutralize
the cattle trails of tho West and Souththe Congo country and definitely determine
west to be kept open. Cattle-raisers
com- its frontier if the developmentof the great
plain that the fencing-in of large tracts of basin be desired.
land has blocked the trails over which cattle
At the sale of the Systen LibraiffcsLop-.
are driven on their way to Eastern market
don,
a book printed in 1459 by Faufit &
It is probable that no further attempt will
be n»de to reconcile the differences be- Schoeffer brought £4,950. . .It is nunored
.

tween the two houses of Congress
electoral count bill.

1

on

the

in England that the Roy, Hepry Word
.

.

James G. Blaine, writes to his
at Indianapolis to dismiss his

counsel

libel-suit

CHICAGO.
BEEVES— Choice to Prime

Steers. ' 8.60 (& 8.00
Shipping ........ 5.25 <<9 5.75
Common to Fair ....... 3.75 <<«• 4.60
I loos ............................4.00 f<9 6.50
Flouh -FancvWbite Winter Ex. 3.75 <r9 4.26
Good It Choice Spring. . 3.25 <® a.75
Wheatr-No. 2«Bpring ............ 71 <d> .72
.72
.74
No. 2 lied Winter .......
.39
Cohn— No, 2 .....
.............. .37
.28
Oats— No. 2 ...... «« .............. .20
.58
Rye— No. 2 ....... .** ............. .51
.55
Baulky— No. 2 ....<•. ............ .63
.20
BiTTKa— Choice (mnery .......
«9 .28
.23
Fine Dairy .............20
.13
Cheehe— Full ( ream. ............. 12
Skimmed Flat ..........08 (« .09
Eoos— Fresh ........ FT. ...........23
.25
Potatoeh— New, per bu ..........38
.40
PORK&es* ..... .............. 10.75 <411.25
LAbST. ........ fl ............... 06‘i@ .07

Good

ent soldiers who served three months during
the war of the rebellion. The Interstate
commerce bill, reported by Mr. Gnliom,
was discussed, and Mr. Cutlom spoke at
length In its support. Mr. Slater offered an amendment embodying the provisions of the Reagan bill A resolution directing an investigation Into the methods by which
copies of the treaties with San Domingo and
Nicaragua were secured by the press was tabled after an acrimonious debate., Mr. Vest
submitfed a joint resolutiondirecting the Secretary of the Navy not to enforce his
Illegal order for a surveying expedition to
Nicaragua. A bill was passed appropriating
iso.ooo for a statue of Lafayette. A resolution
was adopted requiringthe Secretary,of War to
deUver to the Eighth New York ArtUkry veterans tho regimentalcolors capturedby the Confederates.The nomination of Secretary McCulloch was confirmed by a vote of to to L
The Presidentsent the following nominations
to the Senate; Chari# C. Waters, to be United
States Attorney for tho Eastern District of
Arkansas; James Monroe, United States Marshal lor the Western District of Michigan.
Postmasters—Leo T. Goshorn. Piedmont,W.Va. ;
James Johnson, Sr., Springfield, Ohio; August
Beadles, Creaco, iowa; WallaceG. Agoow, Osceola, Iowa; Nimrod Headlngton,Portland, ind.;
William H. Hart. Frankfort.Ind.; Thomas J.
Lnca«, Lawrenceburg, Ind. ; Abblc M. Lawton,
Griggsville,111 ; John Gordon,-Jackaonville, III.
In the House of Representatives,
th ? interstate
commerce bill was amended to providethat the
furnishing to passengersof separate accommodationswith equal facilities and comforts shall
not be deemed a discrimination.Mr. Curtin
introdneeda Joint resolution to forward to tfio
proposed American exhibitionin London the
Governmentexhibitsnow on display at New
Orleans, for which purjsjse $3W,0Q0 is to be ap-

TOLEDO.

Whkat-No. 2Red...,- ...........66
Corn-No. ........... ...........88
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CINCINNATL
Wheat-No.

way through Oregon. Mr. George addressed
the Senate on the interstate commerce bill,
severely criticisingthe dishonest methods
of railroads,particula lv the jioolingsystem. Mr. Hale reported.that the conference committeeon the naval appropriation
bill had been unable to agree, and moved that
the Bcai'e insist upon its amendment The
motion was unanimously carried. Bill* were

G.

a Birmingham, Ala., to

tell

a

V

introduced,for the erection of a pnblic building
at Htlllwater, Minnesota, at a tost ot $100,000,
and to donate tho barracksat New Orleans to
the Louisiana Agricultural College. The
President sent to the Senate the name of
Frank W. Palmer for reappointment as Postmaster at Chicago, his term having expired.
In the Honse, the bill authorizing tho construction of a bridge across tho Mississippi River at
Rock Island was passed. Considerationof the
interstate commerce bill was resumed, and a
long discussion pusued, which resulted in
the passage of the section of tho bill prohibiting pooling arrangementsby railroadcom-

panies. A communicationfrom the Secretary of the Interior was laid before the House
asking an appropriationof $10,0 o for the improvementof the Yellowstone Notional Park.
Mr. Blanchard Introduced a Joint resolution
proposinga constitutional amendment providing that the fiower vested in the Executiveto
make treaties by and with the consent of the
Senate shall not lie construedto embrace reciprocity treaties involving revennes. The speaker
submitted a memorial from John G. Thompson,
formerlysergeant-at-arms,
asking an oiipropriatlon to pay the Judgment secured against him
by Hailet Kilbournc.

&
&
&

&

....

sale of a portion of their lands, was passed*
as was also tho bill granting tho Lost Lake «fc
Mount Hood ImprovementCompany right of

fused concurrence in the Honse resolution for
an adjournmentto Jan. 5. The announcement
that the House had passed a bill making temporary provision for the naw ] d to strong
language, but no action was token thereon. A
secx'ct session was held to consider the resolution opposing the expedition to Nicaragua. Frank W. Palmer waa confirmed a*
The Idea of an ovation to
man Postmaster at Chicago. The Honse of Reprewho six month* ago was acting with the Re- sentativespassed a bill making provisions for
irt of the navy during the month of
publicans to defeat a Democratic measure is the snppot
soonted. Mr. Randall la not on speaking terms Jannary. After the debate on the interstate
with the leaders of his own par y, though on commerce biuTa motion tostrlke out the section
cordial terras with the Republicans. The story prohibitingrailroads from charging a greater
that he is a favorite with the new President1* compensation for short than for long freight
flatly contradictedby those who know. It is hauls was defeated.An adjournment to
even stated that the mention of Randall's name Wednesday,Dec. 24, waa ordered, with an unin connection with the Cabinet 1* offensive to derstandingthat consecutiveadjournments for
Mr. Cleveland,who understands and believes three days at a time would be taken until Jan. 5.
that any suspicionof being Randall'sfriend
would wreck his administration on the
A Diffident Dramatist.
threshold.

..

2

A .memorial from the Now York Produce
Exchangewas laid lieforc the Senate on the
19th urging iramerliate and definiteaction upon
tho Spanish treaty. The bill ratilyingtne
treaty of 1880 with the Indians on Fort Hill
and Lembl Reservations in Idaho, for the

the world that there is

W
&

...

propriated.

dispatch: „ „

at

Wyok— one to
dependent

other to grant pensionsto invalid and depend-

douolo-leader, with editorial approval— bitterly
attacking ex-Hpeakor Samuel J. Randall, who
wae booked for speeches in Louisville and several other Southern cities. It has created a genuine sensation in certain politicalcircles.The
following is an extract from the Courier-Journdl
, „ . _
The proposed visit ot Sam Randall to Kentucky, Tennessee,and Alabama Is well understood here to be a declarationof war by the
protectionists
upon the revenue reformers of
the States in question. Joe Brown, of Georgia,
is tho Sonthern manager of this scheme. Mr.
Randall’s hope is to secure something like a
demonstrationat Louisville, which the, protection newspapers can claim as a rebuke of Beck,
Blackburn, Carlisle,and Willis: and another at
Nashvilleto rebuke Isham
Harris;
and then
great uprising of Iron

workers

Mr. Van

&

74

Corn ...............................40

@

@

.76
.42

revolution of
opinionon the tariff in the South and a consuming fire for the Pennsylvania idea. Mr.
Randall is expectedto start out with th* black
flag in both hands. His friends say he has
nothing to lose, and may make somethingby
his exjiedltton,while they hope to make a sensation. The general impression among politicians here is that Mr. Randall has lowered himself and shown bis true colors, in putting himself in the bands of a few cranks and soreheads
who want to nse him as a stick to beat his
colleagues, whose only crimes a'fe that they ore
honest revenue reformers who represent
their people and would reduce war taxes.

.

.......

'

(iy 5.00

The

Senate, at its session on Dec,

20,

re-
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a
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POLITICS AND POLITICIANS.
Gen. (Jeo. B. McClellan

is only 58.

Col. Ingersoll is said to have made
Poke— Mess ........ ............. 11.25 •glL75
$25,000 from fifty lectures during the last
Lard .............. ...
..... 06*0 .06*
two mouths.
DETROIT.
Flour .........
................ 4.75 <a 5.25
President Arthur is said to be enjoyWheat-No. l White .............76 & .78
ing more robust health and looking better
Corn -Mixed ...... ....: ..........39 & .40
Oath-No. 2 White.. .............. 27 0 .29 than for years.
Tore— Family ...................12.00 012.60
The official vote of Dakota, just deINDIANAPOLIS.
clared, is: Republican, 70,409; Democratio,
Whkat-tNo. 2 Red, New ......... 72 0 .74
Corn— Mixed.., ^ ................ 34 0 .86
15,076; Republicanmajority, 55,334.
OATS-Mixed...
.25 0 .26
Ben Butler has repurchased his famous
EAST LIBERTY.
Cattle— Best ...............
a... 8.75 0 6.25 mansion just south of the Capitol at WashFair .................... 4.75 0 6.25 i ington, which he sold to J ohn Cassetls the
. 3.75 0 4.25
other c
Hogs .....................
JW2.;. 4.25 0 4,15

Beecher is to succeed Minister Lowell at
the Court of St James
. .The North German Gazette intimates thabRismarckwill
soon retire from public duties: . .Jauner,
(he defaulting Vienna banker, committed
suicide in a churchyard.
SHEEP ............................4.C0
.

rOl.lTICAl,.

&

who cannot Wheat-No

—

H.w

4.50

;

FOREIGN.

a corpse soon after leaving the jail.

i

YORK.

Beeves. ..........................
<a c.75
Hogs ............................4.25 @ 4.75
Flouh— Extra. ...................
5.00
Wheat— No. 2 Spring ............. ho <a .hi
No. 2 Red ............... 82 i*6 .H4
Corn— No. 2 ................ a ..... 62 (<« .54
OATH-White ...................... 34
.38
POKE— New Mess ................12.25 <<$12.75

by

relativesof deceased soldiers and sailors;the

which contained valnable works of art and
bric-a-brac,was destroyed
fire.
tiEXERAY*
The bill providing for tho appoint i ent of
The house and furniture were vala commission to examine into tho liquor quesued at between $25,000 and $30,000. ... I An arctic wave of unusual severity
tion passed the Senate on Dec. ‘W, for th.* fifth
Plummer’s planing mill at Jackson,Mich., ppread itselfover the country last week. The time. The measure provides for a commission
below
oc „ line
ihe of seven members apiminted by the President,
not more than four of whom shall belong to
others were seriously injured. It is continentfrom Washington to lortland, the same politicalparty or be advocates ot proclaimed that the engineer was incompetentOregon. At Minnedosa, in the far North- hibition.Their term of office is not to exceed
....The Central House, Opera House Uest, the merenry went down to 39 below, two years. The duties are rather formidable,
and consist of an investigation of the alooholicBlock, and a saloon at Stanton, Mich., were Fort Garry reported 33 degrees, bt \ in- liqnor traffic, its relation to revenue and taxadestroyed by fire, the loss amountingto cent 30 degrees, Berlin,
is., 30 degrees, tion, and its generaleconomic,criminal, moral,
$25, 000.... The Griffin House, at Youngs- Milwaukee 21 degrees, Rockford, 111., -o and scientific aspects in connectionwith pauperism. crime, social vice, the public health and
town, Ohio, was burned, and a number of degrees, and Fort Dodge, la., 28 degrees, general welfare of the people,and also to inthe guests escaped by jumping out of the At Davenportand Dubuque the Mississippi quire as to the practical results of license and
HAM RANDALL.
River was frozen over; at La Porte, Ind., prohibitory legislationfor the preventionof inthere was a railroad blockade, and at temperanoe in the several States of the Union. A Southern Attack on tho Pennsylvania
Ten thousand dollars are provided for expenses.
I Lynchbnrg. Va., a heavy snow-storm.
Congressman.
Mr. Hale reported the House bill making temLeadville,Colo., reports two feet of snow porary' provisionfor the naval service, which
Th9
I.oaisvllio Courier-Journalrecently
was so modifiedas to cover the remaining lialfof
In the .presence of the Cabinet, Diplo- and all railroadsblocked,
the fiscal year ending J uno 30, 1H85. The House printeda special dispatch from Washington -a
matio Corps, and prominent persons at the Judge Taylor, of Indianapolis, has
was not in session.

by

introduced in the Senate

on the 18th were two

increase the pensionsof widows and

by Aleck Stephens.

Gen. Sherman has made public a letter signed
by Alexander H. Stephens,Vice President of
mill at Clayville,N. Y„ causing a loss of the late Confederacy,addressed to H. V. John$100,000; and also the Eagle dye works at son, of Georgia, ana dated Crawlordavllle, Go..
April 8, 1864. Gen. Sherman says it was loaned
Milwaukee,the loss being $50,000.
to him by Dr. H. C. Robbins,of Creston,III,
A special correspondent of the Chicago who obtainedit on Mr. Johnson’s premises in
in 1864, while surgeon of the One HunTimes telegraphs that journal from Albany Georgia,
dred and First IllinoisInfantry. Mr. Stephens
letter is In reply to < ne in which Mr. Johnson
as follows:
remonstratedwith him for his supposed antipThe report that Senator Garland, of Arkansas, athy to President Davis. Mr. Stephens
had visited Gov. Cleveland on Saturday by redenies such a feeling, and says that in criticising
quest of the Governor, and that the Senator the act suspending habeas corpus he
had been requested to accept the otllcc had been actuated by general principles.He
of AttorneyGeneral, has created much goes on to ssy that his feelings toward Mr.
discussion
irosslp. Bnt there Davis are "more akin to snspiclon and jealousy
is the highest authority for saying that f than of animosity or hate." 1 have regarded
Gov. Clevelanddid not invite the visit of Sena- ; him," he says, "as a man of good intentions,
tor Garland,an t that daring his visit nothing ; weak and vacillating. I am now beginning to
was said about the Cabinet Gov. Cleveland,
who manifests ronsiderablevexationowr the
fire? etevaUonto power he baa

^er^f-and^Z^Tio^tof Col.
William B. McCreery, at Flint, Mich

y

has

who

tured... .The beautiful residence

Van Wvck, of Nebraska,introduced

a

.

in

|

Mb.

bnt temporarilyliving at Waahlngton, testified two bills in the Senate, on Dec. 17, which are of
that he was In Cincinnatithe day of election; great Importance to trans-Missouriinterest*
aaw the riot going on In the Plum street distrlot, and which are Intended to correct evils that have ,

the republic without exposing any secret. He
says he has not yet dete mined upon even one
of his const.tutional adviser-*,and that the irapressionH he mav have concerning the men he
intends to call to his Cabinetare indcttnite and
likely to be modifiedand changed a dozen times
before the 4th of March. It appears that Senator Gorman, knowing that Senator Garland had
Mich., was burned, the clothing and sup- cidlanVnotSsilJned
to'the \Var°Department been mentioned as i resident Clet’elahd'sprobplie. being destroyed. The inmates,
too^numr Wend, m^the able AttorneyGeneral, arranged the meeting between tne 1 ‘resident-electand the Senator.Gov.
were driven out in the intense cold, suf- to punish. This partial slate comes Clevelandwan pleased with the Arkansas states-

bmee through the snow before being cap-

Hoaae

bnt did not know who were the aggressors:
heard personssay that respectable people would long exUted there. The first bill provides that
not go into that districtto vote: had heard th«| no telegraph company shall charge more from
They are mostly from the rice-fields of deputy rnasshsUtook part in the riot There the MisaonriRiver to the Paoifiocoast than the
were a great many unemployednegroes standSouth Carolina,and all are field laborers, ing around the streets,and he was told they average rate from the Missouri River to the seaboard* The second bill provHes thatrallrailincluding men, women and children;The were from Kentucky.
Frank P. Morgan, newspaper reporter, of road companies that have received any aaslstmovement has no political significance.
Washington, testified to being in Cincinnati nnce from the Governmentor any privileges
Representative Eaton, of Connecti- election day; he saw several men from Washing- from Congress shall not be allowed to receive
for passengersor freight more than the average
cut, says that he will press his electoral- ton there, acting as deputy marshals and wearing metal badges. They were Moses Wright, rate throughoutthe country lor the _tran8- Miscount bill to a vote at the earliestpossible John Wright rand James Donnelly. ( Witness souri region. Mr. Slater, of Oregon,introduced
them a socialcall In the evening, and they a bill to provide that no statute of limitation
moment, and is confident that it will pass paid
prodnoed bull-dog pistole,which were part of heretofore enacted shall be deemed to prohibit
the House. He admits the necessityof legis- their equipment They got their Instructions the adjudicationof a claim for compensation
lation on this subject,but considers the trom Lot Wright flret, and were afterwarddrill- for property lost in the military service
of the United States when such loss
Senate bill an invasion of the constitution ed by Pension Detective Rathbone. Rathbone, Is
matter of record in any official
it was generally understood,had charge of the
and of the rights of the House.
.
Imported talent,gentlemen who had been sum- record of the War or Treasury DepartThe Senate Committee on Pnblic Lands moned by the Republican NationalCommittee, ment It is provided, however, that this
shall not be construed to extend to any classes
has voted to report favorably the sab-com- as they said, to see a fair connt Witness
of property other than those for the loss of
mittee's substitute for the bill introduced visited a voting precinct in the Fourth which compensation has been authorized by exWard, and saw a good deal of fightby Senator, Hill providingfor the forfeit- ing. The deputy marshals appeared isting laws. The Chair snbmitteda communiure of the “Backbone" land grant. ... The to be overbearing, insolent, and inanltlng. They cation from the Secretaryof the Navy stating
that he had ordered two civil .engineers and an
President accepted the resignationof were hard-lookingcharacters, and seemed to be ensign to visit Nicaragua and survey a rente
Henry D. Lyman as Second AssistantPost- selected trom the worst classes.Colpred men for the proposed canal Mr. Dawes presenteda
went around swinging pMols as a policeman
for canceling the lease of grazing lands
master General.
would swing his "billy. 'The effortsof the Dep- petition
made by the Crow Indians to cattle-raisers.
uty
Marshals
tended
rather
to break the peace
F. Dblaliez became suddenly insane at
The Senate passed Vie naval appropriationhill.
than to keep it A week before electionthere
Wausau, Wis., went to the residence of his had been a convention of colored Odd Fellows In the executivesession Mr. Riudlebergeragain
spent on hour in opposing the confirmationof
In Cincinnati, and the witness met a prominent
SecretaryMcCulloch.In the Housa of Reprebrother, who was in bed ill, and hacked
colored man named Pledger, who told him that,
sentatives there was a long debate on the interhim to pieces with on ax. The fatricide is while he was in the city ostensibly to attend the state commerce bill, which referred (hleriy to
In jail.... The petrified bodies of a man convention, his real object was to carry the the color-line in the South. Mr. Mills offered
election.Witness said he belived ninety-nine
and a woman, which had been discovered out of one hundred of these Deputy Marshals an amendment, which was adopted, limiting
charges for transportingpassengers
in a gypsum quarry, were brought into were roughs. They looked dissipatedand ca- railroad
from one Bute to anotherto 3 o.nts per mile.
pable
of
Intimidating
decent
people.
Santa Marie, Cal., by two miners. They
Mr. Goff moved the Interpohtion of ilie
Hiram T. Doyle, who was in Cincinnatielec- words "provided that no discrimination bo made
were found close together,except that a
tion day as correspondent ot the Washington
bowlder was wedged between them ... A Sunday Herald, testifiedto the bad appearance on account of race or color." This was also
agreed to. A communication front the Attorney
gas well of great force
G*oif of the Deputy Marshals.He thought they General In responseto the resolution asking his
kept a great many respectable men from opinion in regard to the application of the eighton a farm near Metropolis, 111.
the polls, and their presence gave rise to a feel- hour law to letter carriers was read. The AtClearing-House receipts at the prin- ing ot insecurity.
torney General said that he most deeiine to furO. P. C. Clark, Commissioner of Pensions, was
nish the advice requested, on the ground that it
cipal cities of the United States last week
called and sworn, but, as he had not had time
was not consistentwith law or precedentfor
show a decrease as compared with the cor- to comply with the order of the committee to him to give advice to Congress but only to the
bring certain papers with him, his examination Presidentand the heads of the executive deresponding week of last year of 23.7 was postponed.
partments.
per cent The decrease in New York

is

robber, who demanded

of the Senate and

toinvea

Daniel Manning a letter asking him to ac29.9 per cent.
Chicago
position. It is farther
averred that Mr. Thurman will decline, for the decrease is 0.4 per cent....
The fenn-hottse of Perry Hanington, I fear of creating a hopeless division in the The furniturefactory of Graham & Schmitt,
in Baltimore, was burned, the loss being
near G«.eva Ohio was visitedbya masked party in Ohio. .. .Out in Montana much
mew
Oeweva Otno, wm visited oy a masaea *di ointment Ig £eit concerning the nomi- $50,000. Fire also swept away a woolen

cuffs and noose were being adjusted,and he

)

of Repreeontatfree.

m

libel

Work

The

Investigation of Marshal Wright*

of

two others to ten years penal servitnde.
A Little Rock (Ark.) dispatchsays:
'
J
The negro exodus to this State from South

,
|

at Bradford, Pa., together with other valu-

'

^

ae Emperor

CONGRESSIONAL.

THE OHIO ELECTION.

who attempted

i Carolina
»o far number. 360. Of thi. nnmreproduced j her 200 have been secured by one planter
with all popsibleexaggeration in even’ Democrat- I Conway County. The remainder are dis-

matter at once taken up and the

the east.

of New Enulnncl At Mount
ae weather
ae meet

of the Anarchists

Germany at Niederwdd have been .entenoedto deathand

belief that the wrong done me by that paper! being entirely of a personal and domestic character, coaid be fairly tried without un-

THE NEWS CONDENSED.

POLITICAL TOPICS.

ADDITIONAL NEW®,

the life of

Indianapolis Nen/Hnet for libel I did so in

MIOHIGiN.

i

Mr. Sims is a moat diffidentman in his
personalconduct. On the night when Iris
“Crutch and Toothpick*waa first brought
out he could not be induced to go to
the theater. But the place had an irresistible fascinationfor him, and he
walked excitedly up and down the street
just in sight of the door, and evenr now
and then a friend came out to tell him
how the play was going. When the
“Romany Rye” was produced, Mr. Sims
escaped to Scotland and could not be
induced to return until repeatedlyassored that his play had made & hit,—
Chicago Time*.

MICHIGAN AFFAIRS.

well enterprisethat pans out in a wide-

(

OPENING THE EXHIBITION.

ly different way.

After months and
months
of
boreing
and experimental
ollitHiI
work a depth of well of 2,000 <eet has
(been reached by the Winchester Gun
nOLL\ND CITY. MICHIGAN.
Company, and still not a drop of water
arises. Several thousand dollars have
Paul de Cassagkac, ediloi of the been spent on this experiment, with no
Paris Pay*, has foresworn dueling,and marked result beyond the fact that the
at the same time found himself the in- atmosphere thereabout grows bluer

f

—A

€ilo

him by the will and bluer daily.
of M. Julien, a retired merchant of
Bu cham ax, the
Marseilles. The relatives of the latter
grounds of

will,

on

however,

—A

—A
but

insanity, some of

them

tion socially. His niece, Harriet Lane,

de-

claring that sufficientpoof of M. Julien

mental aberrationlies in the fact of his
having been a subscriber to and reader

p eninsula

2380.

It is a

poor year for

whom

rail-

—The

railway from
cisco, or from

gulf.

If it

New York to San FranLondon to thp Persian

had been as good

a

year for

railroad building as 1882, rails enough

would have

been put down

to reach

one-thirdof the distance around the
world.

The

in America
under one management is that of Captain Richard King, of Texas. It has
300,000 acres fenced, and nearly 200,000 head of cattle,horses, and sheep.
It has been eagerly sought after by
English,French, and Dutch capitalists,
but the United States Land and Investment Company of New York have just
purchased it for $6,500,000. The company anticipatesan annual income
from this source Of $1,500,000,calculating that the increaseof cattle is 85
per cent. It is encouraging to see this
property remain in the hands of Amerlargest cattle ranch

seven counties in the lower

of Michigan where there are no

Bianch County Pioneer Society

grounds in which to

Coldwnterfair

store relics of the early

—Kalamazoocounty has the
of keeping the cleanest

repntation

jail in the State,

pillow-cases.

—A

wife,

Yorkshire hog, owned by F.

meekly. “But she has done almost

everything else."— fir.

Zons/winsjoisiiuinski,
of Bav

upon her upper lip. Mrs. Boling’s case

County, sent his name to the County Clerk s

was extensivelywritten up in the news-

office for the writers there

papers

some

time

ago. She

says the Detroit Neva.

was then

to wrestle with,

The

won by Mr. Zouszwinsjor—,

first fall

was

etc.

advanced in her curious tronsforraatiou. Twenty years ago Mrs. Boling
—Parties owning tax titles upon certain
discovered small white specks breaking wild lands in Northern Michigan have been
out upon her skin, and ever since they removing the timber in several townships,
have spread gradually till they now and are thereby laying on* WOTk for the officover her entire person. The change in cers. They will be prosecuted.
icans.
»
the color of her skin was free from
—Lester L. Butler, the wrestler,of C io,
A factory has just been opened at
bodily discomfortor pain, and is not claims to be the youngest man in America
Danbury, Connecticut,for the manuregarded as a disease. Mrs. Boling is who fought in the war, of the rebellion,
facture of wooden shoes. The proprie35 years old, and is an attractive-look- having t nlisted in Company E, First N^r
tor is a German, and for some time has
ing person. She is extremely sensitive York Light Artillery,June 16, 1864, at the
supplied the brewers in New York
concerning the wonderful act of nature, age of 13 years.
with wooden shoes for their employes,
and, if she is aware of it, will hold no
—A Genesee County man, living near
and the demand has now become so exconversation with a newspaperman.
Swartz Creek, has receiveda privilege of
tensive as to require much greater fafar

selling cigars, tobaccos and soda water upon
aid of steam power.
The adoption by tho people of West
The shoes have the approved curved Virginia of the constitutionalamend- the Exposition gronnds at New Orleans. He
paid $1,900 for his franchise and expects to
round toe of the old Dutch style and ment doing away with October elecmake $20,0011.— Flint Globe.
are heelless. They are made wholly of tions in that state leaves only Ohio
the wood of the butternut tree, and, clinging to that ancient practice. A
—Mr. and Mrs. B. Conrad, of Richfield,
while impervious to water, are also few years ago, when Pennsylvania, have been married nineteen years, and are
very light They have been introduced Ohio, West Virginia, Indiana, and the parents of seventeen children. Their
into all the hat shops for the protection Iowa voted in October the Presidential surnames number thirty-four, including
of the feet of the operatives from the election was practically settled a month Mary Catharine, Cathurina Tetetin, Barwet floors, while at the same time they before the votes wore cast. The party bara Rosena, Clara Rosa, Rosa Anna. Anna

cilities and the

are very easy and rest the feet.

Martha, Anna Matilda, Jacob Eugene, and

which could carry all of these states in
October had an easy victory

in

George Eugene.

Novem-

A number

of years ago

a farmer

on the voyage living in Burlingtontownship, BradThose who have seen the proof sheets ford county, Pennsylvania,received as
say that the work will be an interesting a present from a friend in England a
coach and companion

one.

pair of

blue rats.

Emerson’s son, Dr. Edward W. Em- them in a largo cage, where they raised
erson, who has charge of bis father s a largo litter of young ones. In a year
literary and other effects,is seeking to not only the farmers place, but the
obtain, as a fitting monument to bo entire neighborhood was overrun by
placed over the great philosopher’s them. Finally a pair of pet Norway
grave, a mass of hard white quartz, rats belonging to another farmer eswith large sea-green beryls imbedded caped, with a largo family of young
in ii He has men at work in New from their cage. These began a warHampshire trying to find what he wants. fare against the bine rats. In a short
To a friend in Brooklyn, Dr. Emerson
writes: “This will be very difficultto
do, and I may fail to get what I want
but I have good hopes. To have a
beautiful natural formation, merely
freed, not worked up, by man, seems to
me the most fitting monument to my
father and to harmonize best with the

time the latter were entirely extermi-

nated. About a year ago farmers in
different parts of the township noticed
qow and then rats ef an enormous size.
They were of a bright gray color.
These rats are now overrunning the
neighborhood in immense numbers.
Farmers say that damage to the
amount of thousands of dollars has
great pise tree for which he chose the
been
done by these rats this season.
lot where his body should be laid. We
The
inhabitantsof the neighborhood
have not yet decided on the inscription.
are so much alarmed by the bold and
I mean to have it on a bronze plate, to
;

y

destructiveincursions of these rats that

be set into the quartz.1’

they intend to hold meetings to devise

**

Hu

1,

Rheumatism ..............

Neuralgia .................
3| Bronchitis ................
4 Intermittent fever ........
CjTonailitls.............
6 Consumption of lungs...
7 Intiaenra .................
Diarrhea ..................
Remittent fever ..........
Pneumonia ...............
Inflammationof kidney. .
3

....

13

TTPho-malarialfever.

13

Diphtheria ................

noticed in a vain attempt to cover the mammoth buildings st a single visit It was never
expectedthat a stream of visitorswonld net in
until after the holidays, and tho attendancetoday was exceedingly gratifying.Fully 30,000
attendedtheoeremoniesin the main building,
and many thousand more were scattered about
the grounds. Several lines of oars and steamboats conveyed the crowd to and from the
_____ m
mnch lees crush than was onwith
. the waiting at no time becoming
tedious. It ia generallyadmitted,however,
that the accommodations ore not yet snftclent,
and by the middle of January a double-track
tlngulshed visitorsand dtliens, form- rood, with large passenger coaches, will be
ed and began the march to the levee, ready for tho put
Visitors to-day showed no disappointment at
where was moored the mognltloont steamer
Fred A. Blanks, draped In all the colors of the the incomplete state of the work, bat, on the
rainbow. The processionmarched aboard the contrary, those who attended the opoalni
Blanks, which swung ont Into tho stream and the Centennialexpressed surprise at the progress
beaded (or the lower limits of tho oorporation made and the smoothness with wthioh things
o as to inverse the entire lengt h of the dty on were conducted.
the trip np the stream, giving those aboard a
They say in two weeks the Expositionwill be
view of the entire shipping moored along the what the managementha* clulmed-the grandfifteenmiles of river front Reaching the lower est international (air ever held. The greeting of
end of the dty the Blanks turned and sped up
‘ being a
the stream, her course along the route
signal for salutes from the war ship* and ocean continued. He hod to pans* ten tntnntee before
vessels and the screaming
screaming whistles
___
of the applause subsided,and it woe a fitting
the steamboats. Every vessel was tastefully tributeto the man who had worked eighteen
the crew*____
on the decks hoars a day for six months to make the affair a
decorated with flags,Land
s _______
and in tho rigging cheered as the Blanks nooess, attendingto every detail of work. Sabordinates did nothingthat had not hie superpassed.
The boat loaded at the Exposition wharf at vision, end to his efforts are due the pceaent
noon, and the party proceededto the Marie Hall, advanced condition of affairs.
in the main building, where the opening oewmonles were held. When the procession reached
STARTING THE MACHINERY*
the building the 11,000 seats fn the hall were almost filled by persons who had started for the President Arthur Opens the ExporiBea by
park before the processionmoved, while thanWire at the Executive Manakre.
sands congregated in groups around the vast
auditorium.
At a few minutes past S o'clock on ths afterWhen the Exposition officers and commission- noon of Dec. 16, President Arthur touched an
era had taken their places on the platform the electricbutton which set In motion the machinorchestra struck no the “Prcsldcnt'e March." ery of the New Orleans Exposition. Soon after
The reception of Gov. 8. L. MoEnery followed, noon the members of the Cabinet, foreign repand the orchestra played national airs. resentatives, and committees representing both
The Rev. T. DeWltt Talmage, of Brook- houses of Congressassembled in the.Rast Boom
lyn Tabernacle, then offered prayer, of the Executive Mansion, Into which a (deat the oonolnelonof which Governor MoEnery
ed oonneotbegan the opening addraea. Tho Governor rein New Orferred to the magnitude of the Exposition and
/ at the New
the benefit it would confer on the whole Orleans end of the wire, and it was after •
country, especially the South, to whom inter- o'clock when the President and members of the
national exposition! had hithertobeen un- Cabinetranged themsdvea behind the telegraph
known. and expressedthe belief that the intcr- table.
oonrae of people from the different sections of
At 3:46 the following tdegram was received:
the country wonld bring the States closer toNew Orleans. Deo. 16.
gether, socially and politically,than they had
To the Presidentof the United States:
been for a third of a oentary. The Exposition
present occasion is the consummationof
poem of Mrs. Mary Ashley Townsend anThe
enterpriseInaugurated in conformityto on
act of Congress pasaod less than two yeara, and
antboriringtheholding of a World s Industrial
and Cotton Exposition under the Joint ooepiore
courteousand fair treatment by her citizens.
of the United Btatim,tho National Cotton PlantDirector General Major E. A Burk then preers' Association,and the oity of ita location.
sented the Exposition buildingsto President Ed
New Orleans was then selectedos tire site
BiobardsonIn a brief address. Colonel Richardof this World's Exposition, and in Jone,
son In tarn presented the bnlldings to President
1883, the thirteen commissioners comArthur by telegraph. A telegraphic response
was received and read from the President official- posing the board of managementwere appointed
by (be President of (he United States,andatonoe
Iv announcing the opening of the Exposition.
Tbemaohinerybegan to move slowly, followed entered upon the discharge of their duties. At
by the whirr of two miles of shafting.Govern- an early date, however,it became manifest that
or MoEnery then received the commissionersand the liberalityof Indlvtdaata of the dty and State
wonld be Inadequateto meet the requirement*
distinguishedvisitors amid a bnnt of nationof the ever- Increasing magnitude of the nnderwl
al airs from the orchestra, and the proceedings
taking. Accordingly' an application for old woo
came to a close.
to the United Btates, through Congress,
While the building ia not entirelycom- made
resjilUngIn obt«ffiln^
ng that generous as
asslstanoe
pletea, ana while half the exhibits ore not yet
oontrlbi
arranged, a till os mnch progress has already
oontem id.
oomplishmentof the
been made as at any International exposition
From the commenoemrat^^wasdetermined
on opening diy. The management has used
nothing sboald give a local or sectional
Wry endeavor to pash the work sa fast ss that
character to this great work, bnt that it should
possible, and the delay has been rather the
be, ss it truly is, a national or international
exfault of thfl exhibitors than of officials.

tended for the

i«,Tvpboidfever (enteric)...
Erysipelas ................
Membraneouscroup ......

17

Inflammationof bowels..
Puerperalfever. ..........

the Illinois' Central and Lonlsvllle and Nash
ville. These con will be brought in rapidly,
and by the time the holidays are over everything will be in complete order. In the main
building
ag one third or
of tno
tho space In
Is as yet tnnoccopied, but exhibitors are patting np their platforms rapidly . Those displays complete represent every conceivablearticle of manufacture,
from a needle to the mammoth Harrls-Corllss
engine. All the displays are tasty, and many
are elegant and rioh.
The space for foreign exhibits in this building
is almost entirely vacant. This is caused by the
rigid enforcementof customs regulations.
Over a thousand tons of goods. of the loom ore
lying in bonded warehouses and aboaid ships,
Ithough
altboi
‘ the management used every endeavor
to secure a modificationof the customs rules,
and the usual formslIttoH attending the entry of

meat at Washingtonseemed willing to make
some concessions,only lost night Collector
Badger received on order from Secretary
McCulloch to allow all reticlesin-

....

15
1G

exhlb

t to be

sent

the groande immediately wlthontbeing disturbed In any way. Bond swill be reqnlrcd.on
small articles
dee of great
greet value, which will be given
to

by the Exposition management. Under the

order oil foreignexhibits will be Immediately
19, Whooping cough .........
sent to the grounds in bonded bargee and rapid3u Scarlet fever ..............
ly arrangedin their deportments. A large nnm
31 Dysentery ................
her of arrivals from Europe will not r< sc h here
23 Cerebro spinal meningitis
until the arrival of the steamer Great Eastern,
SSilnliammationof brain...
which sails from London on Friday. These
34|Measles ...................
latter are expected io be in position early in
381 Cholera morbus ...........
January. By far the Urgent and most Interest30 Cholerainfantam ........
ing of foreign exhibitswill be that of Mextoo,
end their building haa Just been completed,
For the week ending Dec. 13, iffti,the report# caused by a delay in the iron work at Pittsburg.
indicate that membraneous croup, puerperal
In the Government Building there seems to
fever, typhoid fever (enteric),and inflammation nave boen unreasonabledelay on the port of the
oi kidney Increased, and that bronchitis,cholera commissionersand owners. The United Btates
morbus, and eryslpehs decreased in area of exhibit is a magnificentone, bnt is not ret comprevalence.
plete. The Smithsonian Institution and geologiAt the State capital the prevailingwinds cal department ore well advanced,and very litduring the week ending
i8h ' Dec. is were southwest; tle can be added to them. Almost every arrival
and, compared with the precedingweek, the tern- of prehistoric timss and thsp ssent day is seen
peraturewas lower, the absolutehumidity was in the former’s space, from the mammoth that
lees, the. relative humiditywas the same. ooonjdes a lyge^ortlon of the gallery to the
18|

-

.

ing to thorn to mats the Expoaltiona success.
It was signed by Edmond Richardson, President
Immediately after the telegram was read the

President read the addreis formally oinmiug
position, and It was afterword telethe
direct to the Exposition Building in
era
New Orleans. It is as follows:
In the name of tho people of the repnbllo I
congratulatethe citizens of the Southwest in
open.
of oar

np forthwith as a general that thdy arc far more reliable and incure-all resort Up in New Haven, telligent than male employes.— C/u'caConnecticut, I hear of another artesian 00 Herald
will set

'

.

--v

v

:

measles at ('rUfcei^ftstveW East Saginaw.
Grand Rapids, and Whitehall:2 coses smallpox at Booth Board man.

HXMBT & Banx,

Secretory.

common wealth bos found expressionin
irUtionsfor
and by
I

position,
Situated os it is st the gateway
way of tads
trade between
between

the United Btates and Central America and
South America,It will attract the attentionof
cople of neighboring nations to the
the people
American systems, and they will learn
the importance of availing themselves of the
prodnoteasv
as we will of theirs, and thus not only
good feeling bnt profitable Intercoursebetween
the United Btates and the Stares of Cet
Central and
Booth America will be promoted.The people »
also of onr countrythus brought aloeer together, will find in this expositionof competitive Industries, motives for
bonds of brotherhood. Raliroads,telegraph
lines,and submarine cables have drawn much
nearer the nations of the earth, and aa: tasembly like this, of the representatives of different
notions, is rromotiveof good will and peooe,
while it advances the material welfare of all.
The United States extends to lose from
foreign _ countries
may visit ns
occasion
cordial wel*
i

who

come, and now,

at the ExecutiveMansion
at waohington, in presence assembled representatives of the friendly nations of ths world, of
the Indent of the B«tinte, of the Sneaker of
the Bona : of Iti preHrmutivea,of the Chief Joeof the Supreme
tioe and AssociateJustices
Jusi
Court, of the
he-oommfttee from each house of

i,

and with

ton CentennialExpositionopen.

A

Chester
The transmissionof the President

>,

j

town

%

an hour, if standing alone, are passed un-

some means to rid the community of
gia, is beating the national record. At their presence. Where the rats came
*depth. 0^.814 feet it began to flow at from ia a mystery. SoAeof the farm- the day osone was more, and the night oxoie
Patent Office ie represented
was lead.
by -thousandsof models, some of wtilch' are
Including reports by
theciate qi 4PQ. gallons * minute, much ers believe that they are a cross be-,
novel end interesting. The State Deothers, diphtheria was .1., ----- ------constructing a large flare
the biggest artesian well flow in the tween the Norway rata and the musk- the week ending I'ec. 18, and since, at 30
which wOI representthe world
osmely : Armada, ^sden. Byron Center.
United Btatea, being far ahead of the rats.
Constantine.Detn.^. Hanot er. Hud-on. KnJ»famous Salem (Ala.) wells. And on
mazoo. Muskegon, Meredith,Orleans, Owors
W omen &s Coupon Counter*. ,
Ro al 0«k, Richmond, Bt.
hns. Venice, Vastop of this, the Brunswick folks are asssr, Vernon, end Wyandotte; scarlet fever at 18
The Ranking firm of Rothschild in ploros- Armada. Albion, Carson City, Detroit,
marine themselves that the water has.
London employs women exclusivelyns Fawn River, -Oreen Oak, Grand Rapids, Ks'awonderful medical properties. The
Leavitt, I-e’anaw. North port, North
coupon counters,and experience shows maroo,
M usk ‘gon. Texas, Too ru Hie, and Westphalia
An. artesian well at Brunswick, Geor-

•

Michigan during the week ending t>ec. 13, 18H4,
as follows. Number of observersheard from, G:

Diseases in Order of Greatest
Area of Prevalence.

The farmer kept

i

In as complete order os 1U management and
Its friends desired on opening day, it will fully
repay a trip across the continentOne cannot
see exhibitsnow presentedin a day, or even in
a week. The tint day leaves the visitor’smind
In a whirl, end he passes over so mnch space
that he really does not know what hi< has aeon.
Hoothu that would hold the attention for

The royal family of England are all
ber. This year’s campaign in Ohio
—The New York Sun says: “It has been
of literary or artistic fame. Queen.
seems to have convinced the greater discoveredthat u Michigan teacher,by a
Victoria has written several books.
part of the people in that state that it misunderstandingof an anatomical model
Tho published diary of the dead
is time to make a change there also, used in a public school, taught his hunPrincess Alice proves that had she
and a movement to that end is now on dreds of pupils during several years that
been an author she would have taken a
foot. The action df West Virginia, the heart was the liver and vice versa, befair position in the w'orld of letters.
leaving Ohio the only October state, sides making other radical transpositionsof
The Princess Beatrice draws and paints
ought to make the desirabilityof the internalorgans.” This is probably a mere
creditably, and now the two sons of the
new departure more apparent than slur on Michigan. Yet if it were tin 3 it
Prince of Wales, Albert Victor, and
ever. With all these pestiferous state would account for the number of cases in,
Prince George, are about to publish a
the Htate where young people believe themcontests removed a I residentialelecbook. When cadets on board the Bacselves to be sufferingfrom heartaches
tion may be made less terrible in many
chante they kept a daily note-book,
when they are only bilions.— Free Preaa.
respects, and it cannot fail to be fairer in
position.
wherein was recorded the strange
“SW JDQch of good shall res alt. from the
mer, and they slmh . „
every way. Ohio should be encouraged
uio*u>
orTnff
.uStraotion here famished." the teleffealth In Michigan.
things they encountered ,in the cruises
vantage of it Great delay, however, was rarens
gram continued, “is beyond mortal power to
to take the proposed step without deReportsto the State Board of Health, Lansln?, caused by a blockade of railroads. Many hun- measure." The telegram, which was quite long,
of that vessel in distant seas. Of
dred cars of exhibits have not vet reached
by observers In differentparts of the State show
lav.
the grounds,tho Jam being es.
„ heavy
.. . on closed bv thanking tho people of the United
especially
course the book has been touched up
Btates for their generousasslstanoe,and appealtho diseases which caused most sickness In
by the Rev. Dr. Dalton, who was their

A

Altogether,while the Exposition ie not yet

Durphy

ances,

—Mr.

r<

their citizens.

The Ponderous

designs have been tastefully srianged
riage, have both died within the last of Burlington, attackedtwo of Mr. Dur- along the house fronts, while at many of the
more prominent street corners triumphalarchee
hree years. Her husband also de- pby’s cows, and injured one of them so have been erected. In the vicinity of the Exposition Buildingsthe scene this morning wse
parted this life suddenly within the badly that it Kid to be killed.
one of great activity.Men and hoys were hurto and fro, while inside the exhibitors or
aat year, and the brilliantmistress of
—A Marengo girl bet thirty-eight kisses rying
their representatives
were busily engaged In
the White House of a little more than on the result of the electionand lost. She superintendingthe finishingtouches for the
formal opening. As early as 8 o'clock the
a quarter of a century ago is a childless declares there shall be a fair count, if she military and drlo bodka who were to take
Las to go over it a dozen times. — Marahnll part in the processionof the day began to
widow.
form at the armories, and severaldetachStatesman.
ments of the visiting militia paraded the streets
The wife of Eli Boling, a respectaheaded by their bandH, who played stirring airs
—“How does the now girl strike you?" as they marched to the places which they proble colored man of Egg Harbor City,
asked a citizen of Detroit at dinner lately. pose to make their headquarters daring their
stay. It is estimatedby good jndjfts that fully
Pennsylvania, who began to turn white
“She hasn’t struck me yet," answered his 60,ooo strangers are in the city.
twenty years ago, is now, to all appearShortly after 10 o'clock the procession, com-

a white woman, the only traces
of her African origin being found in
her kinky hair and a small black speck

__

a

and the prisoners are furnished sheets and

she loved os a father, has passed

_

all

The mineral displayfrom the Western and
Podflo coast States could not be finer or more
complete. Every product of mines In the shape
of ores and metals ia shown. The finest and
most picturesquedisplay in this building ia that
[New OrleansepeoUL]
of the Chicago,Milwaukee A St Paul Railroad.
The day for the opening of the World's Indus- In a large Swiss ohalet built of sheavesof grain,
trial and Cotton CentennialExpositiondawned
with ornamentsof corn in the ears, is every
clear and pleasant, and nothing was left undone vegetable raised in the vast section of country
through which the roed passes.
to moke the opening ceremonies brilliant and
The art gallery was not completed in suffloient
Imposing. Never before have the streetsof the time to admit of the hanging of picture*,which,
however,are at the grounds and will be not np
In a week. The art collection ia said te be exceedinglyfine, containing gems of the beet artin search of accommodationsreminds one of ists, and connoisseursdeclare it will equal any
the scenes during the Centennial in Phila- ever exhibited.
delphia. Already the hotels ore full, and
HorticulturalHall is a Garden of Eden.
great difficulty Is experienced in obtaining Every flower, seed, and plant of the tropica and
good quarters. The city presents
gala temperate cones is seen. Even in its present
stage nothing can compare with it ever before
preHcntcd.

days.

road building, because only enough away, and her two little boys, ten and
rails were put down to build a bee-line fourteen,the fruit of her happy mar-

'S

,e—

Some of the State exhibits on complete,
some in an embryo state, and others not begun.
In
In the seoond olass is Illinois. Her display Is
being rapidly pwssed, however, and will be
completeIn less than a week. Ohio is bnUding*
a beautifully constructedskyblne bobblnet, Interspersed with etan. an exceedinglyfine effect
being produced,
prodnoed,the domes being a picture of
the heavens as mirrored in a sheet of water.
The Btates presentingthe tlueet displays ore
ex as. Louisiana, Mississippi, Virginia, Delalersey: all of New England, except
ware, New Jersey:
Connectiont •Indiana,Nebraska,Californio,and
DakoU and Wyoming Territories All of these
present every product of their soils, mines, and
waters. Most of tbs other BUkteo are for behind,
notably New York and Pennsylvania.
Pennsylv
Looirtana and Mississippiperhaps,show
si
the most
resources, and surprisedthe besv-informed of

Wheels in Motion.

will build a log cabin on the

grace that has handed
her
name
down
to posterity os one of
the business of railroad'building in the
the
best
female
characters ever in
United States to be told that fewer
miles have been laid this year than in the White House. She has seen great
any year since 1779, the total being sorrow since those days. Her uncle,
only

Speeches incite ExpositionBuilding, and

milroad facilities.

a dignity and

an impressiveidea of

Address.
full that

Baptist church at Whitehall has

—There are

sided over her uncle's household with

It gives one

sings like a young biid.

extent of $5,000.

ually she was ve.y strong, and she pre-

of the Pays.

Telegraph, end Hikes a Fitting

been recently repaired and improved to the

was in many respects a magnificent
woman. Her appearance was striking
and her manner winning. Intellect-

’s

The PresMeat Opeas the World’s Fair by

more patients cannot be received.

—The

Orleans with

parts of

Flint man has a canary 18 years old,

it still

Hew

House

Delight

—Wolves are numerous in some
Alpena County. *

—The ilalamazooasylum is ao
first bachelor Presi-

Thrills

battering factory has been started at

Grand Blanc.

dent, had quite a brilliant administra-

the

One Electric Touch in the White

tobacco.

heritor of $000,000 left

will contest the

Corunna doctor bus a horse that eats

and

i

my

best

-

,

'

J

ioLuSs
WILLIAM

Walk*, descriptive of their operations at and everythingin smoking

H.

and MemphisSaturday, December 27, 1884. covering, In short, the opening of the up
per Mississippi.Admiral Walko particiTub year 1895 approaches, and with it pated actively in all these engagements,
comes a desire on the part of each indi- and a number of the cuts are from his
vidual to make promises, and also expect contemporaueous sketches. A Urge porpromises from their friends. It may be trait of Amlral Foote is given, and smaller
expected by the friends of the News that ones of Generals Tilgham and Mack nil of
we will make some pledges for it. To the Confederate service. The February

PESSINK’S.

land No. 10, Fort Pillow,

our course.

we

We

should like to and would if our Income

Council of

Hope College at a

re-

Van Pelt as
N. M. Steflens,D.

cent session elected Rev. D.
Lector, to assist Prof.

D.

TheologicalSeminary. Until a

in the

Lector assumes his office, Revs.
Dosker and P. Moerdyke will,

H. E.
by ap-

pointment,perform the duties af the

beat 5 cent cigar in the

of-

without works save?”

Next Thursday, New Year’s Day,

the

11 o’clock in the morning and

from

2 o’clock until 4 o’clock in the after-

noon. No money

10:30 a. m., and

at 12

7

orders or postal notes

the Cen-

Ladles Medical Advisor-

Ready-Made

m.

PESSINK’S.

m. Rev. Thomas Walker Jones,
“The

closing year.”

Accidently we have been informed
Rev. Dr. Scott has been chosen as
temporary president of Hope College in
the place of Dr. De Baun resigned. The
appointment was made last August. Our
people have all known that Dr. Scott has Afternoon,“A Christmassermon.”

ment. The

was

First

will

Oysters
ty at

in

of

vices at 9:30 a. m., 2:00 and 7 p.

The Sherwin-Williams prepared

A.

Church— Rev.

T.

T.

George, Pastor. Services at

10

HI.

IP.

door with a rail

and

down

entering,siczcd,

They then ransacked the house and got

cash. Smith is a batchelorand
lived alone on the premises. The burgin

missed $50

in gold secreted in a

tick. The old

mun was

straw

left tied and

vast improvement in its

Thos. Jennings as the guilty parties.
They are* all tough citizens of Grand
Rapids.
ap-

Passenger Agent of the Chicago & West

Michigan Railway, to succeed Mr. carassumes charge of thatde

. partment January

“make up.” The

King’s

New

Discovery, far coughs af most

milder type. It never fails to effect a

cure. My friends to whom 1 have
recommended
it speak of it in same
ber 1, 1884, says: ‘ For this report returns
have been received from 817 correspon- high terms. Having been cured by it e'
dents, representing 028 townships. Five every cough 1 have bad for five yaars, I
speedy

hundred and sixty-eightof these returns comdder it the only reliable and sure cure
are from 401 townships In the southern for coughs, colds, etc.” Call at H.
four tiers of counties. Correspondents, Walsh’s drug store and get a trial bottle.
with few exceptions, repart conditionof Large size $1.00.
wheat

as very satisfactory.

The

paint

(Dr.KLINE'S

Brain &NRnVK Disxasks.Only sure
/*r Serve Affections.Fils, E tilefly, etc.
INPALLIULKif taken at directed. S* Fils after
fir st (toy'suse. Treatise and fa trial bottlefree to
[Fit patients,they payinf;eipresschariresonbox when
SM received. Send names, P. O. and express address of
HI afflicted to D*t. KLINE, oit Afch St..Phil*delphla.Pa.
ScoDnigcuu. BEWARE OF IMITATING FRAUDS.

up

to the

The

total

num-

guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction,or
money refunded. Price 25 cents per box.

wheat reported mar- For sale by H. Walsh.
keted in August, September, October,
FITS: All Fits stopped free by Dr.
and November, is 4,403,425.”
Kline’s Great Nerve Reatorer. No fl'8
after first day’s use. Marvelous cures.
Married: -By Rev. George, December
ber of bushels of

Pa.

Treatise and $2.00 trial bottle free to fit
1884, H. Peter Knutson to Miss Sbpbia cases. Bend to Dr. Kline, 931 Arch 8t.,
Phila.,
12-ly
C. Peterson, both of this city.
19,

presents Qiten awav.
5 cents postage,
and by mail you will get
and is prepared to
package of goods
furnish p u m p s, of large value, 'that.will.tart yoou in work that will
drive points, iron at once brinig you In money faster than anything
anyth
,or
pipes, else In America. All about tbe $200,000In presA cent* wanted everywhere,
cverywa
cuts with each box. Agents
d wholesale or reof either sex. of all ages, for all the time, or spare
nil, at
most time only, to work for us at their own homos.
reasonable prices; Fortunesfor all workers absolutely assured. Don’t
delay. H. Hallktt A Co., Portland. Maine.
also agriculturalim

Send us

YATES

Great

off Sale!—

~
worth of Dry Go

North and South. Tbe same

theme Is touched upon, less directly,in
an editorial article. “A Grave Responsiin

an “Opfen Letter” from

“A

Southern Democrat.” Another subject of
wide interestis treatedhelpfully by Wash-

ington Glsddeo, under the head of
“Christianity and Popular Amusements.”
The fiction consistsof a abort sketch by
Mark Twain, “Jim’s Investments,and
King Sollermun,” illustratedby Kemble;
“Orpimeot & Gamboge,”a one-part tale
of studlb life by “Ivory Black,” with
drawings by Rogers; tbs second third of
Miss Litchfield's “Knight of the Blaek
Forest,” with a picture of one of her
American girls by Mrs. Foete; end the
third part tf Mr. Howell’s new nevel,
“The Rise el Silas Lapham.” Of the papers on the Civil War there are two, both
•i'M *

1L

dealing with the Western gun-boett;ene

* O**

luu.

Mb

delivered' to ’any part of th
City free! of charge.

wooden

GIVE ME A CALL!

the

C SEARS,

L.

Holland, Apr.

«

YAM POTTED

3 inches for every tooth, Dowagiac Wheel

Is

8,

584.

-u

ANT) SHIRTINGS.

Diess Goods, Table Linens,

lies'

ai

Hand

-Made

Uiiwr Etc

Ceils’

$cuj lAilmtiscments.

AGENTS^ }fMANCB
FOR “HISTORY. ROAND PUILOSOWANTED
phy or great American crix(k “and CRIMINALS.” The m0‘t
I

book of recent years. BIOGRAPHICAL
superb engravlneswith personal portrait a of tbe celebrated criminals.6j9
royal octavo pagea. Low retail price, $2,50. It la
a work of art as well as of thrillinghistoric interest. Is bound to produce a profound imnreaslon.
Agents sell It by the thousands. A grand achance

I

Needle Gas Lamp.
These lamps are a great iim
rovement on all other lamps
Ioth as to quantity of oil
used and the amount of light
which they give. Call and
see them.

•startling

..

save time. Bond 75 cents at once for canvassing book and state yonr choice of townships . Address, N. D.
CO., Pubs., St.
Louis, Mo., or New York

Hats and Winter Gaps!
of the latest styles.
fnll

stock of

Fresh Groceries!

Goods delivered free of charge.

or, to

_ _

$5.00 FOR 35 CENTS.
Volume of UniversalReference.

THE

B.

have the agency in this city
for the celebrated

have a large and varied variety of

A

and complete line of

tbe city.

in

We

full

always on hand.

have the best made and most complete line ol

OVERALLS

in endless variety.

CROCKERY

HOSIERY!
We

,

A

Hoods!

A full line of all kinds of

Krbmebs & Bangs.

A

White Goods,

Skirts, Hosiery,

wash Brushes, call at

City.

j

COTTONS,

If you wish a bargain iu Paints, White

THOMPSON A

WYNHOFF

B.

PRINTS.

Lead, Oils, Varoishea, Paint and White-

—

going on in the stock of

Goo!iiSroceries

Dry Goods, Flannels, Wool,

alwAys on hand.
G.

B.

VAN PUTTEN

Holland, Mich., Dec.

10.

& SONS,

Holland,Juno

1884.

14,

WYNHOFF.

1883.

BOOK-BIKTIDUNTCSr

!

X. A CO. STAXDSRn CYCLOPEDIA.

Uotifcjs.

sod

Meat

$200,000i

The

bility,”

Ihtttlie Finest irid Seefis this Karhet

in

This Cycb pedia is a new and valunble book for
popular use, compliedby competent editor.,after
Century for January presents a
con.nltatlon of the best authoritiesprintedfrom
new. Urge, clesr type, and handsomely bonnd In
(literally) crowded table of contents, both
leatherette in imitationof crocodileskin, It
contains Information on every concelveablesubtbe body and the departments showing a
ject, and its reliabilityhas been assured by the
School
Books
and
school
supplies
a
wide range of topics. Chief among these,
mo«t careful preparation.It Is of the greatest use
In answeringthe 10.000 questions that constantly
in timeliness,Is tbe status of tbe negro at specialty.Anything not Id stock will be
arise in regard to dates, places,persons, etc.
Complete In one volnme. Finely illustrated,
tbe South, which Mr. George W. Cable supplied In from 0 to 24 hours,
We want agents and canvassers,and In order
&
treats with much plainness of speech and
that you may have a copy to exhibit and canvass
With, we make this SPECIAL OFFER. To anv
much suggestivenessIn a paper entitled
bn« who will agree to show this book to their
1-4
frelnd? and assist ns in msklug sales, we will, np“The Freedman’s Case in Equity,” which
en receipt of 85 one-cent sumps forward one
lodb
is likely to attract attention and give rise
copy by return mall.
puB COm
to discussion

in their season.

12-ly

-PICTORIAL. 161

Hessian

done slight damage in

average.

Game

\

latest improved
pump machinery,

—»

folly

Poultry and

cure

Bucklen’s Arnica Salve.
Tbe best salve in tbe world for Cuts,
a few localities in the southern four tiers
Bruises. Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever
of counties. The yield per acre of clover Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands. Chilblains,
for canvaa*ers.
seed is estimated to be 43 per cent greater Corns, and all skin eruptions, and positiveand bs convincedthat this is
than In 1883. Conditionof live stock is ly cures Piles, or no pay required. It is AGENTS WASTED Scn" ror ,0" -''"tlc?>r''
the moat salable and profitable book published;
fly appears to have

GREAT

NerveRestorer Fish,

bus put in his shop
a large, new engine
and boiler, and the

:30 a. m.,

severe character, as well as for those of a

1.

The Michigan crop report for Decem-

IPOIRIEbZ, and

12-ly

Marveljussuccess.
Insane Persons Restored

where,

pointed Assistant General Freight and

He

1884.

HIM'

Hi

MUTTOIT,

locals now appear on the 1st page, and tbe

has arrested Dick Siigh, Bill Madden, and

penter.

M

always on hand-

Spring Tooth Harrows, seeders and cultivators combined, Albion Wheel Spring
paper is one of tbe brightest printed in Tooth seeders and harrows combined,
Ottawa county. Rogers, the publisher, is Studebaker farm and freight wagons,
Kalamazoo open and top buggies, new
s genius, and he knows the requirements
kind of walking cultivators,5-tooth,
of his readers. Success to the new “make 3-tooth, and 2-sbovel, Detour sulky culli
valors, Aultman and Russel & Co. steam
\i[>."—FcnnviU6 Dispatch.
threshers.Engines from one-horse to
one thousand-horsepower. Call and see
An Editor’s Tribute.
Thereon P. Keator, Editor af Ft. my new goods before purchasing elseP- H. WILMS.
Wayne, Ind., Gazette, writes: “For Ibe
River St., Holland,Mich., Apr.( 10, '84.
past five years have always used Dr.
10-ly.

but gnawed himself free and
followed the ruffians, who went away In a
cutter. Sherlfl Kinney, of Kent county,
freezing,

Caft. Wm. A. Gayitt has been

Meats

WilltCr Goods Genuine Cyclone

bound, and gagged and blindfoldedhim.
$187

Salt

iSTOPPED FREE

pleinents of all descriptions; the * Esterly
Twine Self Binder, the Rawson Reaper
ning, “Christ Jesus the manifestationof
and Mower, the Howe Reaper and the Adthe Creator.”
vance Mower, Ihe Grand ,dt Tours thrc®'
horse sulky plow, the Blssel,South Bend
A fire in “Slab Row” at Allegan, on plow, best io the market, the jKemrainRMonday night burned Hartson's grocery lon iron-beam steel plow, Kalamazoo
Spring Tooth drags, the best straighttooth
store and Maentj’s meat market.
harrow for finishingland made, containG.
, The Holland Cin News has made a ing 00 teeth, South Bend steel grain drills,

the

1

LA.I&ID,

’WILIMIS

Three unknown men called at the farm and 7:30 p. m. Sunday school at 12 m.
house of an old man named Smith, near Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7:30.
Grandville, last Sunday night, and being Morning, “Simeon’s exultation.” Everefused admittancethey broke

Holland, Mich., April 23,

Krkmers & Bangs.

m. The
J.

Methodist Episcopal

Fresh

W. BOSMAN,

J.

In large and small cans at

Ages.”

D. Griswold,Will. F. Morse, Dan O’Con- services will be conducted by Rev.
De Bruyn, pastor.
nor and Elmer E. Redner.

Wm. Verberr, P. M.

dealer In

ing elsewhere.

We

Holland Christian Ref. Church— Ser-

N. E. Baldwin, Almira Eldred, Hon. A.

SEARS,

L. C.

Examine, our Goods before purchas-

PESSINK’S.

to the fire.” After-

noon, “The Lord God our Rock

offlee at Holland, Mich., Dec 25, 1884:

Sons’ store.

be sold at bottom prices.

oil.

of the College day school at 3:15. Subjects: Morning,
and the Reformed Church have made no “The vine branch is either a precious

List of letters remaining in the poe'-

Supt.

.

Church, Rev. E. Bos, Pastor.—

fruit bearer or a fuel

VER SCHURE,

Van Putten &

or to G.

any quantity And also quali-

by . appoint- Services at 9:39 a. m., and 1:30 p. ra. Sun-

fact.

ED.

READY-MADE CLOTHING

Our large stock of

official papers

mention of the

Stave Bolts, 83 inches long.

Black Ash Stave Bolts, 83 inches long.
Black Asb Heading Bolls 38 inches long
Basswood Heading Bolts, 88 inches long.
Pine Heading Bolts, 20 inches long.
For making contractsor further informationapply to Fixter’s Stave Factory.

give me a call.

Kremeus & Bangs.

Sunday school

ful’" Congregational singing. Opening

acted as President of the Institutionbut

Elm

SUITUsT Q-s

Evening, “The Savior's name— ‘Wonder-

that

it

We will buy all the Stave and Heading
Bolls you can make and deliver tbe year
round, viz:
Oak Stave Bolts, 30 inches long.
White Ash Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.

and dealer in

10 cents.

guarantee that the bherwin-Wilanthems by the choir. All are welcome. liams Prepared Paint when properly used
Third Reformed Church— Rev. D. will not crack, flake or chalk o>ff, ana will
cover more surface, work belter, wear
tfroek, Pastor. Services at 9 :30 a. m., and longer and permanently look better,than
1:30 p. m. Sunday School at 3:15 p. m. any other paint, including white lead and
Kurmkiu & Bangs.
Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7:30.

have not known that

Woodsmen.

Tailor,

i

For

:30 p.

Pastor. Morning,

issued or letters registered.

1,

Merchant

Alabastine, Whiting and Colors In
Church— Services at oil, go to Central Drug Store.

Hope Reformed

Post Office will be open Irom 9 o’clock
until

sale

KANE.

&

in all colors at

Drug Store, only

irom the East.” Afternoon,“Can faith

fice.

lars

market. For

YATES

Diamond Dyes
tral

Farmers and

“Little Parthenla.” The

Y.

would warrant it

The

by

Smoke the

BOS MAN,

W.

A Complete Medical Work for Women,
Clothing,
number will contain General Grant’s pa- handsomely bound in cloth and illustrated.
per on Shiloh, together with supplemen- Tells bow to prevent and cure all diseases
tary material describingthe battle from of the sex, by a treatment at home.
GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS
Worth its weight in Gold to every lady
the Confederatepoint of view.
sufferlag from any of these diseases. Over
10,000 sold already. Postpaid only 50 NECKWEAR, HATS AND CAPS, ETC.
Church Item* with the Servioes for Cents. Postal Note or 2ct. Stamps. AdT<o-morrow.
dress NUNDA PUBLISHING CO., N.
First Reformed Church, services at
87-3m.
A large and very fine line of
9:30 a. m., and 2 p. m. Sunday School
Try “Margareta,”Alfred Wright’snew
3 :80. Weekly prayer meeting with the
perfume. For Sale by
Third Reformed Church, on Thursday,
KiREMRR9& Bangs.
haveinst been received and all who desire a good
at 7:30. Preaching by Rev. N. M. StefCUSTOM MADE suit of Clothes will do well to
Toys cheaper than ever at
fens, SubjecU: Morning, “The wise men

those we will say that hot until the sup-

make any change in

M

Belmont, Fort Henry, Fort Dooelsnu, Is- holidays at

ROGERS, Editor.

port of the paper will warrant can

for the

Orders for the
office of the

ALLEGAN BINDERY may

be left at the

Holland City News.

Magazine and and

all

periodicalwork a specialty.

84-t

KANE.

178.000
at

^

a Sacrifice.
Having more Winter Goods
than Is usual with ns at tbit iL
year, and not wishing to carry th
we have resolved to make such a^ ,
ing reduction as will assure a clean sale of
tbe entire stock.
order to mipe this
sale a grand success on our part, and more
attractive to the cjistomers.We w^l not
confine the great reduction of 88 I per
cent to winter goods only bat will Ibr.lude
Black and Colored Silks. Brocbe and Persian Shawls, Carpels, Linoleum apd^TNl
Cloths; our entire stock of DresaGoqdi,
Linen Goods, Curtain N«t»; Domestic* of
all kinds, Ginghams, Prints, laces..Em
broideries,and Fancy Gooda of every da•cription.Remember, everything will ha
•old at the lowest market price and K of
the amount deducted from the bill purchaaad. This Is the beat opportunity aver
•flared to tha people of Grand Rapid* and
vielalty.to purekaae Dry Goeds at
than wholesale prim. - Tie sale eeaflaturday,

^

P. W, KANE.

0. E. YATES, M. D.

YATES & KANE,
Suoomon to

1884.

PLUMES, TIPS, POMPONS, FANCY FEATHERS, VELVETS,
PLUSHES, SATIN, SILK, CRAPE, VEILINGS, RIBBONS,
LACES, COLLARS, CLOAKS, JERSEY JACKETS,
CLOAK AND FUR TRIMMINGS, CLOAK LOOPS,
AND BUTTONS, ZEPHYR GOODS, HAND-

MADE

HOODS, ZEPHYR, SAXONY
YARN, AND FAIRY FLOSS, ETC.

twr&irs to&ks a specialty.

1m SCHOOL BOOKS A SPECIALTY.

D^WfJtb.

r. w. wvjanuao.
Oae. Canal eel

-(

BONNETS, HATS, CAPS.

#

Stationers and Newsdealers.

WINTER; 188 4

Millinery and Fancy Goads.

E. D- Port,

BOOKSELLERS

FALL AND

'

-

^

WEsSL

TATS! A KAMI.

WUk.9m.Vkmi'

i

rJL+y-Xrfi.

* \

.

--

,

- --

--

•

,

T';!7

on “The

Bismarcfcs,”

^

who coughs

Btarke, give* an account of the anceitors

W. H. Rogers, Editor and Publisher.

during the performance at a

T©tki« of 8ti1worip<io*.
$1.60 per year if paid in advance;$1 76 if
been inheritedfrom them. A French Dr. Bull’s Cough Syrup.
paid at three months, arui $2.00 if
version of the "Merchant of Venice,"
H, B. Cochran, druggist, Lancaster, Pa
paid at six months.
,

THE PASTRY

Hi

•f tba great Chancellor,and shows that theatre, when they know he is too stingy
many of his most striking qualltleahave to invest twenty-five cents In a battle ef

ip

,

Housekeeping in a French-Canadlan has guaranteed over 800 bottlesof BurTown,” and “The Inventor of the Ayr- dock Blood Bitters for dyspepsia, bilious
"

Ratei of advertising made known on application.
Yearly advertisers nave the privilege of three

shire Life-Car” are all very readable pa- attacks, liver aud kidneys.
Bnainau Cards in City Directory, not over three
pers, while there are several short stories
$2 per
, _ 4V
Notices of Births, Harriagcs, and Deaths pubIn Holland,Mich., 0. J. Doesburg puband articles having special referenceto
lished the News, and strongly recommends

annum.

lines,

Christmas.

Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric Oil for coughs,
Special Notice. — The next time your sore throat, catarrh and asthma.,
grocer’s boy calls and you want Saleratus

Picked Up on the Oampns.

To-day l We stand on the threshold!
and Soda, order DeLand’s. Try it; if you
We stand therel Waitingl To be asked
do not say it is the best you ever used, rein. Life! Is a rlverl We meet it boldly

$pttial gotircs.

l

k

Hope, courage,and high purpose thrill
our hearU! We cannot tear aside the veil
that hides the future from our view. The
future! Is before us. The past! Is behind us. The present, however, stays
right by us. We do not fear it. We
press bravely on. Onward and upward!
The heur strikes the noontide of the
world. With resolute hands we grasp the
shadows on the dial., Behind us, is the
school. A long way behind us, the most
of it. Before us lies the world. We ac-

turn

it

to

faction,

your grocer;

m

and he will make

guarantee satisit

Holiday Goods at Cost!

good.

have a fine assortment of Albums and
Velvet frames for Cabinet pictures,which
I will sell during the Holidays for Cost.
Now is the time to buy cheap. Come
early and get the first selection.
I

Heart Heats.
Dr. N. B. Richardson,of London, says
he was recently able to conyey a considerable amount of conviction to

an

A. M.

intelli-

Holland, Mich., Dec.

gent scholar by a simple experiment.
The scholar was singing the praises of the
“ruddy bumper," and saying he could not
get through the day without it,

Richardson said
good enough

'ceptit. Grave are the responsibilitiesof

to

him:

to feel

here?’ He did so.

the trust; especiallythe trust fund. But

when

Dr.

‘"Will you be

my pulse

BURGESS,
’84. 4fi-2t

TJSE3D.
TfMllU.LcMoa.Oraar*,Caket*

•

17,

d

OrcMM.ruddlaga,
naturally a* the ft-nltft-eai which they are made.
The Fountain of Youth.
Dyspepsia is the prevailingmalady of FOB STRENGTH 1ND TRUE FRUIT
civilizedlife. A weak dyspeptic stomach
FLAVOR THEY STAND ALONE.
acts very slowly or not at all on many kinds
remnio »v tmc
of food. Gases are extricated, acids are
Price Baking Powder Co.9
tormed and becofhe a source ot pain and
Chicago,
9t. Lout*, Mo.
disease, until discharged. To be dypephakim er

^

III.

as I stand

I said, ‘Count it care-

tlc is to be miserable, helpless, depressed,

Dr. Price's Cream Baking Powdir
confused in mind, forgetful, irresolute,
—AND —
drowsy, weak, languid and useless. It debor of reform. We have put our hands
asked him to count it again. He did so, stroys the Teeth, Complexion, Strength, Dr. Price’s Lupulin Yeast Gems,
to the plow, and we will never look back,
Beet Dry Hop Yeast.
and said, ‘Your pulse has gone down to Peace of Mind, aud Bodily ease. It proVOXL SJL3LE
G-BOCEiefl.
duces Headache, Pain in Shoulders,
until we get to Canada, whence we may
70.’ I then lay down on the lounge, and Coughs, Tightness of Ghost, Dizziness,
WE MAKE BUT ONE QUALITY.
look back, in safety, and become lions
said, ‘Will you take it again?' Here- Sour Eruptions of Stomach, Bad Taste
and ornaments in Canadian society.
plied: ‘Why, it is only 64; what an ex- in Mouth. Bilious Attacks, Palpitation of
As the years roll on, which they will
traordinarytiling!' I then said: ‘it hen Heart, Inflamalion of Lungs, Pain in the
region of the Kidneys, and a hundred
probably do, we will never forget our alyou lie down ul night, that is the way na- other painful symptoms. Dyspepsia inma mater, but we will shake things up oo
ture gives your heart rest. \ ou know variably yields to the vegetable remedies
the street ourselves, and if there is any renothing about it, but that beating organ iu GOLDEN SEAL BITTERS, the great
hypothecatingto be done, inquire within.
purifier of the blood and restorerof health.
is resting to that extent; and i( you reckon
In these complaints it has no equal, and
Hoc- tern pore, the world is iu bad form.
it up it is a groat deal of rest, because in
cue bottle will prove a better guarantee of
Vice rules the world. Bonis virls take
lying down the heart is doing ten etrokea its merits tbau a lengthy advertisement.
back seats in the convention. Lupus sits
40-4t
less a minute. Multiply that by sixty, Sold by H.
in the high place and judges of people in
and it is six hundred; multiply it by eight
The Housewife’s Favorite.
the gates, while Agnus ekes out a preca
hours, and within a fraction it is five
Wo will send free for one entire year
rious existence in the wool business. Our
Tha best dry hop yeast in the world. Broad
thousand strokes different; and as the to every lady who sends us at once the
rulers wallow in vice. The temples of
heart is throwing six ounces ot blood at names of ten married ladies,at same ad- ratted by tht« yeast Is light, white and wholecommerce are as dens of thieves. Mis
every stroke,it makes a differenceof thir- dress, and 12 two-ct stamps for postage, lom^lke^ourjjrandmothe^
trust, guilt, and suspiciousstalk through
our handsome, entertainingand instructy thousand ounces ot lifting during the
GROCERS SELL THEM.
tive Journal, devoted to Fashions, Fancy
the land, nudl membra. All this has
wufamo av tna
night. When I lie down at night without Work, Decorating.Cooking and housePrice
Baking
______
jg lPowder
------ Co.v
come to pass while we are at college. But
any alcohol, that is the rest my heart gets. hold matters. Regular price $1.00.
MaiTnot
Di. Price’s Mai mnrittlitM
we will reform all this sort of thing now.
Address DOMESTIC. JOURNAL, Nundn,
But when you take your wine or grog you
Chicago,
Lo**1**
Not this week, because this week the gods
N.
37-3m.
do not allow that rest, for the influence of
look down from high Olympus to see the
alcohol* is to increase the number of
boat race. Next week the world holds its
|ait
) breath while our base ball match is strokes,and instead of getting this rest,
you put on something like fifteen thouplayed, and week after that the sun stands
hare Just received a lull line of
Chicago and Wert Michigan Railway.
sand extra strokes, and the result is, you
still upon Gideon and the moon in the
rise up very seedy aud unfit for the next Taking Effect Sunday, November 10, 1884.
valley of Ajalon, while we play the clos
1
From Chica
ipo
day’s work till you have taken a little From Holland
ing game of lawn tennis for the chamto TIollana.
more of the ‘ruddy bumper*’ which you
inch m
pionship. But after that we will mount
Day M’t
Nl’tl Day)
say is the soul of man below.”— Oaillard's Exp. Exp. Mall
Mall. Exp Exp.
TOWNS.
•our bicycles and go forth conquering and

we accept them. Life long will be the

does it bay?' ‘Your

fully; what

la-

says 74.’ I then sat

down

pulse

in a chair,

mi

BY

’

LIGHT HEALTHY BREAD

cMm

-

Walsh.

Y.

YEASTGEMS

**

____

III.

loath.

STEKETEE

C.

fi

BOS

[j)

WINTER GOODS

FALL

CALICOES,

conquer.

to

Life
its
sy,
•

^

Journal.

Is

1 ^ m For Earache, Toothache,Swelled Neck,
-

an ocean! Let us, then, cleanse

Augean stables of

this blighting lepro-

and beard the lion in the bud, and, in

the gathering gloom which marks the
footprintsof decay, throttle it iu ita

10+55
11 20
and the results of colds and inflammation, 11 32
12 26
use Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric Oil— tlie great 12 47
2 10
paiu destroyer.
2 20
3 50
7 80 |
Holler Skating Flirtation.

of American
freedom, and with a Judas kiss betray
our fondest hopes and brightest dreams
fangs deep into the

the roller rinK:

Lying on your rig^t side, "My heart

is

into the sand-sweptwaste, of this sirocco at your feet.” •
Standing on your uose, "1 have no obstricken maelstrom that yawns at our feet,

some self-sacrificingCurtlus
to lay the ax at the root of this deadly
upas tree that shadows all the land with

jection to a mother-in-law.”

Lying on your back, "Assist me.”
One

leg in the air,

the lurid light of its basilisk eye, which,

Two

legs in the air, "Mashed.”

siren like, charms with its delusive song

One

only to chill into pulselessatone with the

Jl Gorgon horror

of

pared with our

is

a weak tyrant com-

own

private opinions;

skate in your mouth, "Crushed

a;sin.”

am gone.”
Suddenly placing your legs on the floor

what a man thinks ®f himself, that it

is

which determines, or rather indicatesbis
Uie.—TJioreav
.

like the letter

V

indicates, “I

am

lyzed.”

Punching your neighbor on the stomach with your left foot, "I am on your

A cold iu the head

is

one of the best

DeLand’s Chemical Baking Powder is things that can happen to a lady with a
eo'd in cans, and you will never be de- lace bankerchief, and Dr. Bull’s Cough
ceived. It makes deliciofis,wholesome Syrup is decidedly the best remedy to cure
food, and is true to usage, true to reason,

and true to health. Try

it.

opeus with the

first instalment of a serial

much

better suited to

amusement has ever had

00 +5
15 5
35 5
4S 5
07 6

00 ...

10 42
10 0-2
10 13
..Hudronville: y 45
9 56
44 ... Grand ville .. 9 32
00 ..Grand Rapide. 9 15 12 25 +9 35
a. m. p. m.ip. m.
p. IU. p.m. a. m.
11

.. .Zeeland....

31

.

It is said that
is

no town of 5,000

without its public riuk, and

In the larger cities such establishments ab-

.

my

Now,

me

be nice? Nothing but music, gardens
that calls for special mention is an interesting sketch of the career of Sir John snd races and base ball game* and theMacdonald, the Premier of Canada, and aters.
"Mercy on us, child! Where did you
the ablest and most distinguishedstatesman

"The Fine Art
of Picking Up” Mrs. Lucy C. Lillie 4e
•erihea seme of the famous bric-a-brac
in the

Dominion.

In

get that idea

r

"From the preacher, of touree, memi.**
•The preacher! Why, what did ho

ehepa of England and France, •• wall aa aeyf*

onUfUt-wa? villafta
vMladln ftafth ef old nafr

the ebaenre and
which ah«

‘•Bo aaid

Whits and Era; Woolen Blankets,

German Wool

3 00
3 25
3 35
4 00
4 05
4 40

10 10 +5
10 40 5
io 48 6
11 05 6
11 13 6
11 55 7

80
57
07
80
46
15

1 10 3
2
2
..Grand Haven. 12 25 2
...Fernrabnrg .. 12 2(] 2
11 35 1
...Mnekegon....

....Holland. ...

n
9
9
8
8
+8

00

V
27
05
00
20

D would ho Buiduy oil

XT

50
40

Silverware, Platedware,

P E

y.

W

E

a

Jewelry and Clocks.
I also

We

keep on band a

p.m.

p.m

Holland.

•

a.

n k

....Holland ..... 5 10
10 23 ....Fillmore.... 4 55
4 45
1(1 * ...Hamilton
10 4< ....Dunning ... 4 85
11 05 ..... Allegan. ... 4 15
.

FRESH GROCERIES

10
0
9
9
9

10
50
••
42 .....
•
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My

s

m. |....
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FARMERS’ PRODUCE TAKEN IN
EXCHANGE.
C.

i

Holland. Oct. 2,

.

STEKETEE &

1884

DOS.
80-ly

COINS VIST.
Pass. Mix'd Paae.

Bo

Central

stock of

SILVERWARE

elsewhere.

03 .....

• Mixed trains.
+ Run* dally; all other trains dally except Sunday. All trains run by Detroit time.
Vlved trains leave Holland, golup north, at 7:50
a. m., arriving at Grand Rapids at 10:15 a. m. ; and
at 10:05 p, m., arrivingat Muskegon at 12-10 a. m.
also mixed trnlna leave Holland,going south ot
5:50 a. m. and 8:65 a. m..
J. II. PALMER, Gen. Paea. Agt.
C. F. HATCH, Station Agent.

10,

Hue of

Spectacles!

Examine our prices and goods before purchasing

p.m.ia. m

Taking effect August

full

have In stock constantly

and a superior stock of Conned Good*.

From Hollandto
Allegan.

m

Ladies' and Gents' Lockets,

cannot be beat in thla city.

(f!

From Allegan to

..... a.

Tarn.

17

ALLEGAN BRANCH.

3 00
4 15

rc

40

fO
p.m. p.m. p.m.

m. p.m. a. m.

Solid Gold and Plated Chains.

Our stock'of Lodlei’ Gents* and Children’s

From Muabcgon
to Holland.
p.m. p.m. p.m.

From Hollandto
Muskegon.
p. m. •». m a m.

a. m. a. m. p. m.
10 10 5 20 5 10
11 02
8 00 6 05
11 Z4 8 52 627
11 29 902 6 81
iences and impressions of a party of EnA Pure and Reliable Medicine.—A com- 11 89 980 6 41
glish people, a bar«net and his friend*, pound fluid extract of roets, leaves, barks 11 55 9 57 6 57
19 08 10 26 7 10
during a tour Ui the United SUtes. They and berries is Burdock Blood Bitters. 12 80 11 15 7 33
have not yet made their appearance on They cure all diseases of the blood, liver 12 48 11 52 750
12 55 12 07 7 57
the scene, but Mr. Job Ketcbum, an ecS(T
1 06 12 30
and kidneys.
1 17 13 50 R 18
centric but thoroughlygenerous and hos1 38 1 38 8 40
Cincinnati mother— Well,
daugh- 2 05 2 42 909
pitable Westerner, with
pretty and
2 17 8 10 9 22
ter, you were very good in church.
;gentle English wife, has been notifiedof
286 852 9 40
you shall have lots of nico Christmas 2 58 4 40
their coming and la making preparatiens
804 4 57
what the ser- 8 10 6 10
t® receive them. The author is F. C. presents if you can tell
3 45 6 30
Bavlor, whose former serial, "The Per- mon was about.
8 58 650
Little Cincinnatimaiden— Oh, yes, ef S 59 704
fect Treasure,”proved very attractive to
4 10 725
tourse. It was about heaven. Won’t it p. m. p. m.
retdera of the Magazine. Another article

a

COMFORTERS

unsurpassedin

this city.

Particular attention is called to the fact
my good* are first-claw and are
sold at low prices.
that all

WE HAVE THE FINEST LINE OF

Come

Christmas Cards

In

and

eee

my

Stock. (Watohee

and Clocks repaired on

%

short notice*

Juvenile

& Toy Boohs

NINTH STREET, OPPOSITE FIRST C4UUCB.
H.

in

publicationin this form. It is entitled sorb so much time and money that little ll
"On this Side,” and will depict the exper- left for the travellingentertainments.

/

10 15 3
3
3
3
11 00 4

From Gd. Rnpida
to Holland.
a. m p. m p.m.
.Holland,... 10 10 1 15 10 50

Michigan and Ohio Railroad.

this country so great a popularity as roller

skating.

entirely differentin character from the or- population

dinary novel, and

ef

FLANNELS,
HOODS.
HOSIEFY,

m.

that cold.

No form

Lifpincott* Magazine for January

p.

CASHMERES,
WOOLEN GOODS,

to'

p.

para

Thk Cost.— The cost of the alum used little game.”
A backward flip of the heels and sudto make cheap Baking Powder, is about
den
cohesion of the knees to the floor In
^ne fourth that of the Cream Tartar used
dicatea,"May I skate the next music with
to make DeLand’s Chemical Baking Powder. Alum makes bitter, unwholesome you?
food, and the doctors say "Don’t use it.”

p.m.

DELAINES.

.MUSKEGON BRANCH.

heels, “I

Public opiuion

a. ra.

From Holland
Grand Rapid*.
p. in p.m a. m.

"Catch me.”

Hitting back of your head with your

its icy blast

m. p.m.

GINGHAMS.

GRAND RAPIDS BRANCH.

The following code has been adopted at

soil

wailing for

10 10
10
10
2 05 11
2 17 12
3 00 1
3 10 1
3 65 2
6 50 5
1

a. in. p.

cradle, ere yet its black wings shall strike
its

p m. p.m. a.m.
3 00 10 15 5 on
15
4 87
35 Eaet Smipatnck 2 45
4 31
50 New Richmond 2 37
3 50
2
05
«
21
45 ..Gd. Junction.
9
10
3 32
1
47
06 ..... Bancor .....
30 .Benton Harbor. 12 40 8 12 2 30
42 ...St. Joseph...12 30 8 05 2 2d
50 ..New Butfulo.. 11 80 7 10 12 45
45 ....Chicago... . 8 55 4 20 10 30

p.m.ip.m.la.m.

Photograph Albums

1884.

WYKHUYBKN.

Holland. Mich.. Oct. 21, 1832.

GOING EAST.

Tin*

TOWNS Pass. Pass.!.Mix. Autograph Albums,
a. m. p. m.
L Toledo A 11 10 5 in
.Dundee..10 10 4 15
..Brlt»on .. 9 46 8 52
.Ridgeway. 9 42 3 47
.Tecumeeh. 9 32 8 87
...Tipton... 9 17 8 22
Cambridge. 9 05* 3 08
..Addison.. 8 43 2 45
2 28
.. Jerome.. 8 26
..Moscow.. 820 2 21
..Hanover.. 8 09 2 10
1 59
.. Pnlaski. 7 59
...Homer .. 787 1 88
1 12
..Man-ball. 7 11
...Ceresc^.. 6 59 1 0J
.Battle Cr’k 040 12 42
12 24
..Angueta..
12 15
..Yorkvllle
12 09
..Richland
11 80
.Montleth..
11 27
....Fisk....
11 21
..Kellogg..
11 10
A Ailegsn L
a. m.
.

[>.

HOLIDAY GOODS!

in.

6 60
4 50
4 09
4 00
3 87
8 00
2 8Q
1 46
1 10
19 65
12 30
11 55
11 00
9 86
9 20
8 32
7 54

788
7 25
0 00
5 *6
5 85
5 15

a.D.

Scrap Boohs
A very luge and

Train Connection*.

Homer with L. 8. A M. 8. (Unetog Mviaion) and
Air Line Division of tte Mick. Central. At Mar•hal, with M. C. B. B. At Battle Creek, with
eago A Qraad Trank and M. O. B.R. At Mnetleth with O. B. A j. At Allegan, wilk Chltege
West Mich
“'-v and L 0. A M.
TrnimaoU daltrexaept lindar
B. lUIVOB,

CM

A

goo la suitable for

HOLIDAY GIFTS.

Christmas Boohs
Gold Pods,
Toilet Articles,'J
rerfinitey, Dressing Cases

_

Holland.

YATES & KANE.

pin

enfor working people. Send 10 cent •
Ilpueuge ai d we will mall you frte, a
n r
royal, valuable cample box of goode
1 1 LiIbI that will pm yon In the way of making more money in a few dare than yon ever
thought pocrtble at any bncineaa.Capital not required. Yon can Hvest home and work in ep«re
time only, or all the time Ail of both rexeo,of
all agea. grandly tneceoifal.60 cents to ffi eaetly
earned every evening. That ail who want work
may testtke boalneea, we moke ibis nperaitelea
offer: To Ml who are not well snttsfledwnwill
send At to pay for the tronble of writing m. Full
|

i

-

Chain and Reckon, Rattan
and Camp Chain* Bovine
Maohlnou, and Orf «,

XUtsy

and

Hand Mrirrorn ever opened in

,

At Toledo, with *l< wllrooda diverging. At Dun.
dee, with T A. A. A O. T. At Britton,with W*b*»bl St. Louie A Pacific.At Tecnmaeb. wiib Lake
Shore Alflcb.Bool hern At Jerome, with L. 8

flue line of

and a complete line o!

CARPETS, FURNITURE, ETC.
very cheap. Come and eee.

!
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lU'STKDI
Oh Lorenzo, ray true lore,
Lorenzo ray nweet,
lefore I go farther
think it is meet
To tell yon a tact
Y< u will lake 111 to hear;
Bo, hnbbr, dear habby,
1 ray, lend me you ear.
1

well"

My

affairspocQnl&ry9
would have you know,
7a Khdsomo prosperity
Hipht onward did go,
Until your son Harry
With rant and with tear
His bottle-groen breeches
All thread bare did wear.
I

*Now, mother, see here,"
8ald that prudent young man,
Til not havo a new pair,
Bay not that 1 can.
Let the poor old pants run
A* long as the)’ will;
That is beiter by half
Than to empty the MU.

Tie upon

you, you rascal
Bald I then in a lajte,
"It is you, sir, whose rags
Put your pa on the pare

With plok-pockets,paupers,
And all of that clan;
Oo, sir, march to the tailor—
A far better plan."
8o ho straightwaydid fly
As on wings of the wind
To the knight of the shears.
Glad to welcome inclined,
And with fervor assuredhim,
With hand on his heart.
That no longer than Friday
Need those rags do their part.

me!

But, ah

Shed

its

shall the rain cloud
drops and be full?

Shall the flowers fill our borders,
Wh n the rose buds we pull?

And L when my purse
Quite depletedI And,
Hare no thought to complain

unkind?

Tho' fate is

Yet, at worst, fate has for us,
Some dernier resort—
I, when all else falls,
And mv'cash’box is short.
Swee ly gaze at my true love

“Why, that is
Hartwell

And holdout my hand,
Ever sure of a windfall
At Cupid’s

to be mixed up with any such nonsense,
you know,"
“Of course not I’ll see you to-morrtw. What if he won’t though?"
Why, hange it, we challenge him
— our side does. I suppose I ought to
write out a formal warrant, but I
haven’t a blank. I’m retained by Hart*
Next morning Simpkins called on me
with quite an air of importance.
“Our client,” he said, gradually,“not
only refuses to ^ologize, but he reiterates his original statement and adds
several strong adjectives. Here you
will find written out the plan of the
campaign."
“Simpkins, you are taking a mean
advantage of me iu this mailer. Yon
are running in document k ibis case
because you know I hod neglected to
give you a formal written challenge.
W.ell,
‘ I accept the writ on behalf of my
principal"
“You are right. They are principals,
not men. I wish I were out of the
scrape.”
I sought Hartwell and we both went
over the extraordinary document together. As the challenged party,
West wrote — or Simpkins wrote it for
him— I have certain rights of choosing
weapons, etc. I choose Winchester repeating rifles. The seconds shall place
their principals one on each side of
Belle ^Isle at any point they may
agree upon. The time will be 5 o’clock
in the morning. As that hour strikes
the principals shall advance into the
woods until they meet and fire on each
other without notice and on sight The
seconds shall toss up for choice of sides
of the island.
an idioticsort of fight,”

said

command.

“Certainly it is. . Just the sort of a
[With tho 1 relevant and altogetherunnec>«ssary remark that he never yet saw his wife fight a far westerner,like West, would
when she was not “busted," he sent her an or- want to be in. You know you termed
4er on the house for $50.]
him the Wild West, yourself, and he de-

The Belle Isle Duel.
The*four of us were having a game
eaohre— a quiet game of euchre,
Hartwell had called it when he invited
•os to ait down to the game; it turned
out otherwise. I never knew to this

•of

served the title. You are quite justified in refusing to have anything to do
with such an unsportsmanlike— or,
rather, ungentlemanlyproposition.”
“While 1 would have preferred the
rapier or the pistol, yet I shall certainly accept the proposition. I will surprise him witu

my

rifle marksmanship,

I fancy."

da; the particulars of the disaster, it
“Just as I thought Then you’ll
happened so suddenly. My recol- botn take to the woods.”
lection is shout this
“You will see to all the prelimina“You renigged, " cried HsrtwplL
ries with Simpkins, will you?” And if
“No such thing,” answered West.
you win the toss, take the Canada side
“I say you did.*
of the island for me. That will put
“Then you’re a liar."
the morning light at my back. I wonThere was a blank pause at this and der where a person con get the loan of
both Simpkins and myself stood np, a Winchester.”
for knowing Hartwell and West as we
Next day Simpkins and I went up on
did both of ns expected a fight right the steamer to the island, and we
there. Hartwell had flung down his walked up the center almost to the
cands and glared at West with his face upper end.
oa pale oa paper. West on the other
“See here, Simpkins, have you
hand was flushed,his teeth were set thought that there )S>one chance in ten
•and his fist clenched.
thousand tha- this quarrel might have
“Gentlemen, gentlemen," I said ’‘re- a tragic end? Now, what do you promember where you are. We can’t pose to do in such a case?”
diave a row, you know.”
“Hang me if I know," said Simpkins.
“Certainlynot," echoed Simpkins.
“On the contrary, Simpkins, they’ll
Hartwell got up without a word and hang you if you don’t know."
walked off. West seemed to be himself
“Not in Michigan, old man. What
again till 1 went to look over the cards do vou propose to do?”
to see if my partner’s charge had been
“Well, I’ll tell you. ]I’d drop a note
true when with an impotent gesture he to each of the newspapers saying that
awept the whole pack to the floor.
at 5 a. m. such a day there is to be a
“No man living can say I cheat at duel on Belle Isle between two men
•cards," he cried indignantly.
from the fashionable boarding house,
oil

:

.

“Well, you have certainly put it out such a street. Send a note, also, to
of anybody’s power to prove it,” I an* the chief of police— a sort of God’s-twered, indignantat his high-handed sake despairingnote from the mother
way of carrying things.
of one of the heroes who is unable to
. “Do you say it?" he shouted.
prevent the slaughter.That would in“Oh, see here, West, you can’t get up sure tho presence of many enterprising
row with me. Better settle the one reportersand a half a dozen policeyou have with Hartwell. He’s an old men. Just think of the columns iu the
. army man, and I never knew any one
papers. ’Twould make both of ’em so
>bave the courage to call him a liar be- ashamed t at they wouldn’t say the
fore?"
word duel for the next century.”
“ W ell, I call him that I call anyone
“You’ll have to propose something
- else that who says I cheat at cards. If
less treacherousthan that. I couldn’t
Hartwell has anything to say to me, he consent to any such betrayalof friend• can send his man to my
friend Simp- ship and the confidence reposed in
kins, who will act for me; eh, Simp- me."
kins?"
“Simpkins, you are a sniveling hypo“I think you are both acting like a crite."
• couple of schoolboys,"answered Simp^>4'
' kins in a non-committal way.
“Oh, I mean it; you know you are.”
I rose and left them together. As I
“I haven’t come to bandj; words.
passed by Hartwell’sroom he called to Will you toss up for position'/”
mo, and 1 went in.
“In a moment. How does this prop“I’ve been waiting for you,” he said. osition strike you? You drive your
' “Have you any objection to acting for
stakes at the upper end of the island.
mp in
* this
thii matter?”
I’ll drive mine a mile further down on
“What action do you wish me to the opposite side, with that swamp bef take?"
tween. We’ll etart our men in and
“Can I depend on you as mv friend ?” they'll tramp around all the forenoon

“Sir!!”

“’Certainly."

Then I want you to take
. * challenge from me to that man. >1
ought to have knocked him down, but
. I hate a public brawl"
“Now, look here, Hartwell You’re
both in the wrong in this affair. I
Hooked over the cards and—”
“The cards have nothing to do with
me. Everythingdates from the moment ho called me a liar. He shall
’“All right •

>

lv

*

'

apologize or fight"
“Oh, thunder! Fight!! Think of the
*fliurditvof the whole thing 1 111 not
.flatter either of you by thinking there
>ia any danger about the affair, but just
'imagine the papers getting hold of it.
'Think what a couple of fools they will
•make of you. A duel in Detroit ! The
idea is too absurd for thinking about."
“Absurd or not, the fact remains that
that man calle 1 me a liar. Will you early my message?"
“Oh, of course. I’d like to have the
(writing of it np.”
•I left Hartwell and rapped at Simptkins* door."
jbiiuiikinswas partiallv .-undresfled
the d©0| with soi

'

without finding each other. Think of
the humor of that, will you? What
t red idiots they would be by the time
they got book to their respective stakes,
each swearing the other had hid."
“You’re a dishonorable illain.”
“What’s that?”
“I meant it, you know. Let's get to
business. I shall act squarely by my
principal, and I trust to your, honor (if
you have any) to do tho same by j-ours.
Heads or tails?"
“Heads.”
“You have it”
“Well, I choose the Cauada bank."
“Let us set out the stakes so that
there will be no nristakp.”
“Simpkins, let us load the rifles with
blank cartridges.
“I’ll not listen to any more of those

where the iafopd wa& about three
quarters of a mile wide and* densely
wooded. Hartwell and I stayed on the
Canada shore the night before that
memorable 7th.
had engag' d a
small boat and had secreted it above
at oi
Walkorville, In the gray morning we
rowed across dod. I made fast to the
is stakes set np a few days before. Hartblood in well said nothing %au\thb Vvrpy 4 across
and dkl not reply to my recommendazri/e V”
tions for patching up the quarrel, even
“I‘ don’t
‘ n’t believe it."
at that moment, early though it was.
“Weil, I wi«h you would kind of lead It lackod a few minutes of 5 when
Ji nwnp to that point. We don’t wont Hut.«U .prang ulroro ..d luotai to
point

'

We

I^Stwmpldk»,

':k
m

mi

m

mi
iv yij

and the cartridges The east
was just beginning to redden and the
dull gray hue of the placid water that
stretched in wide expanse behind na
was being lightened np with the faint
reflection from thev sky, when, in the
deep silence the strokes of the city hall
bell, five miles . away, were heard,
measured and distinct. While the
clamor of bells from every tower rose
in the air— telling the hour in many
tones— Hartwell strode into the woods
and disappeared.I sat in the boat, almost breathless,listening to my heart
beats. After the crackle of his steps
among the underbrash died away, Che
stillness became painful I watched
the reddening eastern sky and tried to
feel an interest in conjecturingat what
point on the low Canadian shore the
rim of the snn would appear.
Suddenly there rang out in the silence the sharp craok of a rifle and almost simultaneous with it a shriek of
pain and death.*
hia rifle

,

saw him half way flown the companion
way staring at Wwt.
*rIt isn’t a ghost,
ghost,” I said. “Come

PITH AWD

POlffT.

They used to say “crazy as a bedbog,” but the revised version of hath it
“crazy as a bedquilt."

down.” He came down.
“I am Very glad to see you, West. I
was in the wrong in this affair.”
“So was I," replied West as he offered his hand. “Are you badly hurt?”
“Hurt? Never touched. 1 thought
I had shot you."
West laughad, then sobered down.
“I certainly shot some one."
“So did I.”
We all left the boat, telling the Captain that his figures were so high wo

Life is a full stocked game of qprds;
and a young man goes it blind when
he marries an artful widow.— Carf
PreUeL's Weekly.

“Keep thy tongue from evil and thy
from guile,” was rendered by a

lips

younster as “keep thy tongue from evil
and thy lips from girls."

A Indiana baby, born dnring a terristorm, has been named Cyclonia.
In the coming pears her husband may
think the name very appropriate.
A drinking man upon reading in a
ble

would not engage the

state- oom.
howovgr, Hartwell and West
took it and Simpkins and I left for Detroit The first Detroit paper we got
Finally,

novel that the heroine's beautifulface
hold of contained the following item:
Dastardly Outrage.—
mysteri- “colored with pleasure,” said: “Now
ous occurrence took place yesterday I know what’s the matter with my
nose.”
morning on Bello Isle. At an early
There are ninety-one “suro cures”
hour Bastin Le Pain, of Pike Creek,
Canada, landed at the head of Belle for consumption,and of oonrse very
few cases of consumption now occur.
Isle, and leaving his boat started to
walk down to the ferry landing, taking They have given it a new name— newIn a very few moments Hartwell the center of the island. He had his monia.
came rushing breathless to the boat gun in his hand, and left his two com“Husking bees are in order," says an
with his rifle caught by the middle.
tried to husk a bee
rades in the boat as they intended to exchange.
He was very much agitated,and could fish until his return. As he walked once, one of the “bumble" variety, but
hardly speak.
along through the woods two mis- he got the best of no.— Danville
“My God,” he gasped at last, “I have creants simultaneously fired upou him Breezes.
killed him.”
and fled. Mr. Le Pain fell shot in the
A mind-reader gave a seance to a
“Well, that’s what you started out left leg and right arm, neither wound batch of dudes the other day, and
to do, wasn’t it?”
luckily being dangerous. He dragged threw up the engagement in disgust
“Come, we must go back and help himself to the river, where he succeed- because he hadn’t sufficientmaterial to
him.”
in attracting the attention of Minus
work on.
“There can be no help for him if Smith, 849 Porter street, who was
“The New York market is extensivewhat you say is true. Besides that is yachting around the island. Mr.
ly supplied with foreign eggs.” We
Simpkins’ affair."He obstinately re- Smith took him to Woodward avenue
thought our fathers cast off the foreign
fused to listen to any of my proposals. and the ambulance brought him to the
yolk for good more than a hundred
“Get in and let us go off.”
hospital. The strange part of the a1.- years ago.
“You don’t mean to say that you will fair is that Mr. LePain is an inoffensive
In the Faubourg Saint Honore:
be so inhuman as to leave that man ly- man who has not an enemy in the
“Listen, baby ; the good God hae
ing there?”
world, and he is therefore at a loss to
brought you a little brother.” “Oh,
* Well, that’s cool You are the hu- account for this evidentlypreconcerted
I’m so glad. Does mamma know it?”
mane man who shot and killed him, and attempt to muhler him.— Luke Sharp,
--French Paper.
I am inhuman because I refuse to jeop- in Detroit Free Press.
They were sitting on the porch of
ardize myself by staring longer on
the Grand Union at Saratoga. “Are
Bar-Room Decoration.
this cursed spot. You forget the
Mr. Browne?"
change of circumstances since dllthis boat
With the flauntingbar-room and its i you fond of works
".y— of
w art,
r-' —
"V
:
tonched the beach. You are now a pictorial nudities, theatrically
replied, gazing
gazi
murderer and I am your accomplice
up under gorgeous satiu canopies, the at ier W1™ undisguised admiration.
^ ___ _ ^Al __ AAI/xTIiria
wan
*4 «•«««««
accessory both before and after the act critic
Mother
(pathetically,
to 3-year-old
has nothing to do, except, perSelf-preservationis the only thing haps, lament that art should be de- tease) : “Now, Willie, if you do not
now.”
graded by such surroundings.Bnt an- stop worrying your poor mamma, she
Hartwell stepped into the boat and I other class than bar-room habitues will get sick and die." Yonng tease
pulled out for the Canada shore.,
may be expected to visit the restaurant, (solemnly) : “And then who will papa
“I suppose you think I’ve been most and one asks himself; Is it possible marry, mamma?"
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We
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—

1

to

blame

in this affair."

“I tried

West was

"

my best It was no
just

nse.

as hot-headed and just

fool

I don’t regret him in the
hoped yon would break each
other’s legs. But the thing now is
what are we to do?”
After a pause, Hartwell said, “I hate
to speak of it now, but you know West
and I were very good friends before—
as big a

least

I

before — this

happened."

—

do?”
going to tell you that
had a South American project, by which we expected to start a
lucrative business in Bio. Now, you
come with me. A boat sails from New
York on the 11th, and this is the 7th.
We can reach there easily and sail with
that ship. You and I could carry on
the business as well as West and I.”
“We abandoned the boat on the
Canada shore, walked down to the
Great Western station, and then found
we had a couple of hours’ wait before
the morning train left. I went back to
our boarding house in Detroit, took
what mouey I had, and what Hartwell
had of his own, and joined him on the
train, having bought a couple of tickets
for New York.
“I was just
I

—

a

•

f

1

1
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more than
“Not Yet,” is tho title of a poem by
ouce dine here, amid these gaudy sur- Lilia Cushman. Now there’s just this
roundings and' beneath that preten- much about it, Lilia; we’re getting
tiously painted ceiling, with its flying( ?) pretty well advanced in years, and we
allegorical figures, which look as if at don’t feel as though we could offord to
any moment they might drop upon the wait much longer.— Carl PreUeVs
banqueters? There is nowhere repose Weekly.
for the eye. One might suppose that
“Pa," asked the small boy, “why do
the veriest tyro would see that with the they
___ v call
___________
r .....the
....
r-jthe first piece
organ plays
comparativelylow walls of the room | in church the ‘voluntary “Because!
such a heavily colored ceiling decora- | my son,” replied the old gentleman,
tion is absurdly out of place Appar
“the organist runs his hands over the
ently the picture is not badly executed : keys, and the organ goes wherever it
bnt it is hard to say, for at no point in pleases."
the room, or out of it, can it bo seen as
“The smallest gnat could instruct
a whole. With such decorative nightour best aeronauts," says a religious
mares as this as a warning, we shall writer. If this is true why do our
probably find before long that a reac- ablest aeronauts, on going to bed in
tion has set in, and rich simplicitywill
the mosquito season, bathe themselves
characterize future decorationsthat in pennyroyaland coal-oil to keep off

tyi

may

“Hartwell, it’s too late to think of
West now. He has been murdered
well, killed, if you like the word better.
Once again, what do you propose to

West and

1

r

lighted ft8kefj*

that any person of taste can

“You're not going to fish for any consolationfrom me. I think you are altogether to blame. You invited West
to the game, you charged him with
cheating,you sent him the challenge
and finally you shot him. It’s a lovely
si
record — an enviable record.”
Why didn’t you talk like tnat before,” cried Hartwell stung by my untimely and ungenerons reproaches.

........

*

'

’

be

made

in the best hotels.

>
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There these useful insects?
“Are you supportinganybody this
year?" asked Farmer Furrow of Beacon Doogood. “Certainly, the same

was a time in Europe when gentlemen
wore gayly colored silks and satins and
much gold lace ; but when the sumptuary laws were repealed,and the common people affected similar costumes
and made them ridiculous by their unconscious travesties on them, the gentlemen took to plain broadcloth and relegated their finery to their servants,
who to this day wear it as a livery.
Ladies have ceased to load their dresses
with meaningless headings, buttons,
and upholstery fringe, since the cook
and the house-maid, by imitatingthem
in cheaper materials, have shown them
how vulgar these silly gewgaws really
were, rfln the same way, before long,
it wilrbecome the fashion,I hope, for
hotels and restaurants which do not

old party, as usual,” replied the mildfaced man. “What party?" “Why, I

thought everybody knew. My fatherin-law, of course.”— ATeu> York Journal.
An English clergyman was rebuking
his congregation for deserting him on
a chari.y sermon Sunday. “Why is it?”
he asked, “that to day the church is
full, and this day week, because there
was a collection, it was, simply empty?”
V’Cose yer don’t give tick!” shouted a
voice from tho free seats.

Eulalia (sentimentally); “0,no! I
have no desire for great wealth. I
should be happy, very happy, as tho
cater for the custom of gamblers and wife of amoble bread-winner.”George
the swell mob to so furnish and decor- (practically): “And I should be hapate their rooms that nothing shall of- py, very happy, as the husband of a
fend the eye or the senses of a person good bread-maker.” She concluded to
learn.” — Philadelphia CalL
M taste.— ST/ie Art Amateur.
“Don’t you dake a liitle sleep after
On the 9th I went down to the Belle
‘ntal Phenomena Red need to Figures dinner?” asked Jake Levy of Mose
de Janeiro,lying at an east side wharf.
Any physician, we apprehend, will Schaumberg. “I dakes
lettle
There was bnt one state-room that
could be had, and that had been spoken consider it quite within the bounds of rest vonce in a vile, but not every day."
for by telegraph.However, as the probabilitythat 1 per cent of the pop- “Vy don’t you take a rest every day?"
moment of sailing was so near, tha cap- ulation of the country is subject to re- “Pocause my vife don’t go to schleep
tain preferredletting me have it, for markably vivid dreams, illusions, vis- every day. Veh she goes to sleep den I
cash in hand was worth more than that ions, etc. This will make half a mill- gets my rest, but not odervise."— Ztercw
promised by telegraph^. When Hart- ion people in t]io United States. Each Siftings.
self-raised.
well and I brought
rought our outfit to the of these persons may be supposed to
A bright, and thoughtful boy, ono summor day
have
titty
friends
or
relations,
of
whom
Belle the captain gave me back the
l lantcd nn iieorn anil we.il h.h way.
money, saying the other person had 1 per annum dies. If they arc subject Both grew, as boys and corns can,
arrived, and he felt in dnty bound to to a dream or vision once a week, there j ill one was a tree, the other a man.
L one change out of sdven that they Now in uk tho reward; Along comes the man
let him have the room.
A d the iree aholters him, n» an oak troocan.
“In fact he offered more than I did.” have one on the same day that the liu- whv a to vs he Micro In the moonlight dim?
Be stole u lino horse and wow hung to a limb!
The captain shrugged his shoulders. friend dies. Let us suppose that it —Sew
Ortvana Times-DeiiwcraL
takes
a
combination
of
eight
separate
“I’ll give you $20 more than his bid.”
ELUCIDATED.
“He is in the cabin,” said the captain, and independent points oi resemblance,
"Why am I sad?" the golden- rod
between the vision and the circumBlooms in the r •nper’s track;
“I will see him."
Tiio August biccz* is sweet, uithoairh
stance
attending
the
death
of
tho
“I’ll go with you.”
It si >g< a coronach.
Across the laden orchnrd cymes
We went down atafrs and the captain friend, to constitute a remarkable coinTho hint oi ripening linit,
cidence,and that each of these has a
spoke to|he man in tie state-room. ^
And l urpllngvineyards add erfmne.
probability
of
one-half.
We
shall
have,
“I tell!
I will not give up the
And songsters, neve mat ,
Trill ui thanksgivingto he year,
room.
the vote of Simpkins. in one case out of 256, a remarkable
Tho bud, the sky. tho rain,
combination of coincidences. Putting
“Sim
shouted, “come out,"
For ail llio stor a they give to ns
these
results
together,
we
may
infer
Of frul age i.nd of ar in.
He Oii
looking haggard and
“Why om 1 sa'I?"an awful dread
that, as a matter of fact, some extraorsilently
me by theiiand.
Haunts me, and will not down;
‘ “This
a terrible affair,"I whis- dinary coincidencebetween the circumI lour my ga- don girl will meet
My other girl lutown
stances of death and the dream or vispered.r
ion by a friend of the dying per.-on
Theecaptai
captain walked to the other end
An Awful Revenge.
does occur somewhere in the country
of the cabin.
He placed a 'soggy baked potato
nearly every day in tho \ car,
Science.
. '“Yes,”’ said. Simpkins, “Of course !
back in the dish, turned a dyspeptic
never thought it would 'end in death.”
ent of underdone
veal disparagingly
I Boiling the
.......
...... .....
J/’W^ll ybu wouldn’t listen to me.’t
Wheh
Swindells,
of
Austin,
wanin'
with
— his kniter
— » shivered
'
diam^ilypver
. 7,
. .T —
a
“1 know it. It iiis troubled me
cup of cold, muddy coffee, ahd then
New
York,
he
saw
a
stdaffi
-firli’ cfcgme
enough since.’’
remarked :
for the first time.
“Hartwell is getting as thin as a ghosfc
“Do you know what I would do, my
“Don’t yon think it is a pretty good
with worry and remorse."
dear, if I had an enemy upon whom I
arrangement
to put out a fire?"
“Hartwell? Why, West said he shot
“Yes, it does the work better than wished to inflict adi\>adfnl and irreparhim, left him for dead. Where’s Hartthe old baud eng nes wo have in An*t n, able injury?”
well?'’
^‘Goodness, no," his w#ifo exclaimed.
hut what I can’t understand is .whv
’ pc’s on deck in every sense of the
they boil the water before
rt “What would you do?"
word*an(\ West— yfyere’s he?”
“I would invite him here to dinner."
it on the fire.”— Ittrus Siftings. t „
“In the cabin here — West, come out.
-rNeic Yoj*k
There’s been a mistake."
There is nothing a man can do which
West come out looking ten yean will pay a larger interest upon the inChance is a word void of sense ; notholder. On starting to see Hartwell I vestment than to be a gentleman.
ing can exist without a cause.— J o/ ton' re.
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CLEVELAND’S CABINET.

Switzerland baa its old chestnut trees
ProbahU KflbcU of the Cluuiffe on Offloe- on the banks of Lake Leman, and the
H olden — Views of M Old-Timer.
ancient linden of Fribourg, tbe history
(OorrospondanoeRochesterSunday Herald.]
of which is said to go baok to the time
“Yea, tbe principal topic of converaatloa
of the conflicts with Charles the Bold.
here at preunt ii the probable action of tbe
H. Louis Fire, President of the Koval
Incoming administration."
The speaker was Mr. William M. Ashley, Botanical Society of Belgium, has
of 5c6 Maine avenue, a man whose large and found a fir tree in the forest of Alliaz,
intimate acquaintance with prominent public men here in Washington renders his
opinion of unusual weight
“The all-importantquestion among the
clerks of the various departments is, Who Is
to go/ In my opinion there will be very few
changes among tbe old-time employes wbo
have boon here year in and year out through
several administrations. The removals will
occur among the heads of departments."
“The sense of< mistrust which must necessarily perVade the departments is, I suppose,
detrimental to tbe proper transaction of
buslnessy"
“Well, rather,! reckon. It unfits the clerks
lor business. Some get very blue, for they
have purchased little homes which they must

-

“But

didn't-

they try to relievo your miser-

“Yea, they vomited and physicked me, blistered and bled me. plastered and oiled me,
sweat, steamed and everything but froze me,
but without avail."
"But how did you finally rocover?"
"1 had a friend living In Michigan who had
been afflictedIn a similar way and had boon
cured. He wrote me regarding bis recovery
and advised me to try the remedy which
cured him. I procured a bottle and commenced its use, taking a tablespoonfulafter
each meal and at bed time. I bad used it
about a week when I noticed a decrease of
the soreuean of the Joints and a general feeling of relief. I perseveredin Its use and
finally got so I could move around without
limping,when I told my friends that it was
Warner’s Safe Rheumatic Cure that had put
me on my feet."
“And do you regard your cure as permftneat?"
" Tills was more than a year ago, the
trouble has not returned,and I haven’t been
so wolf in years as I am now."
“ Speaking of President-electCleveland,
rbo, in your opinion, will comprise his
who,

“What furniturecan give such finish to a
room, a* a tender woman's face," asks
(leorge Elliott Not any, we are happy to
answer, provided the glow of health tempers
the tender expression. The pale, anxious,
bloodless face of the consumptive,or the
evident sufferings of tb* dyspeptic, Induce
feelings of sorrow and grief on our part and
compel us to tell them of Dr. Pierce's
"(iolden Medical Discovery, " tbe sovereign

beg to Inform all

The
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THROATORLUNB AFFECTIONS,

All these palatal Ceaplslste
e e • e e e t*

COUGHS, COLDS, CROUP, ASTHMA,
BRONCHITIS, CONSUMPTION,

,*

flail to find relief and a
by using, accordingto di-

either sex,
however Induted, radicallycured. Address,
World’s Dispensary Medical Association,
Buffalo, N. Y.
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Causes

the following:

cold,
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old. and
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my lungs, so
so

much

Once.

slter using three
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blood.
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___to me
recommended
as s gooa reined:
remedy,
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thin
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Snuff. Ap»
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afflicted

Thorough Treat-

be benefited,
respectfully,
II. Davis.

re
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Uire

will Cure*
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Trial.

rents at Druggiata*.
0) cents by mill, regiapie by mail. 10 canto*
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PONIES. Also
OLSTEIN CATTLE,

aended by the med1 profesHloahero.
l.C.Moonoy, Dr’g's

remedy for Colds
and Coughs 1 ever
best

SOLD BY ALL MEDICINE DEALERS.
THE

the cases
Starkey k Pnloii, of 1109 Girard

LAWS WHICH DETERMINE SEX

Kchc Arche b by the Oerrotn Actd.pf Bden«*. Invaluable to pireuts. Itmo. Aak yonr bookseller,
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2-ct. utampa to Dr. Hartwell.Pub- Colorado rtp trn.(‘ol.
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PIANOS.
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The Voltaic Belt Oo^

nflghborhoou.

Not a Liq-

ply Into nostrils*

voluntarily,
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AbaiHlonod Cases.
A comparatively large number of

within it.

A Valuable Medical Treatise.
The edition for 1885 of the sterling Medical
Annusl, known aa Hostetler's Almanac, is now
ready, and may be obtained,free of cost, of
druggists and general countrydealers in all
parts of the United States, Mexico, and indeed
In every civilizedportion of the Western Hemi
sphere. This Almanac has been Issued regular
ly at the commencementof every year for over
onc-flfth of s century. It combines,with the
Cabinet’*
advice for the
oun deal praett leal
— ------— preservation
----------"That to as difficultto determine as It is to and restoration of health, s large amount of in
say what office-holders will go. Many good teresting and amusing tight reading,and the
men have been named for the positions— calendar, astronomicalcalculations,chronologBayard, Thurman, Bragg, McClellan,not to ical Items, eta, are prepared with great care,
mention a lot of lessor lights. Every promi- and will be found entirely accurate. The Isane
nent politician has a slate made up which he of Hostetler's Almanac for 1885 will probably be
the Unrest edition of a medicalwork ever onbIs backing to wlo; but, then, as is always the
Ushcd In any country. The proprietors, Messrs.
ease, some one will get left."
HostetterA Smith, Pittsburgh. Pa., on receipt
of a two- cent stamp, will forwarda copy by mail
to any person who cannot procure one in nls
Agricultural Life in Siberia*

Fain,

l

-

of building a

no

(ilves Relief at

Lt Fayette. R. Ict. U. 1881.— Gentleicu: Allow me to sty

real

ing with Compound Oxygen are what are
converted into a living stick of timber, known aa abandoned or “desperate" cases—
R. U.
THAT
is a strange one, and affords a new many of thorn a class which no physician of
illustration of the power of nature to any school would undertake to cure. They
Lorlllard’s
Climax Plug
arc, in fact, such (U have run Iht gauntlet of exfit itself to circumstances. The space
bearing a red tin tag; that Lorillardl
perimentwithin the ixgular schools of medicine
RoseLenf fine out ; that Lorillard's
between the rough flooring formed by and quackery without, until between dleeates
Navy Ullipl at a, mid that toriliard'a BniiSrsie
the growing together of the offshoots, and drug* the patient it reduced to the eaddeet the beat and cheapest,qualityconsidered?
at their point of departure, and the and tnoel deplorable condition. No treatment
can be subjected to a severer test W rite for

enough to admit
comfortable hermit's hnt

—

'.W

Opium in any form!

April

took srio
_____
_

7,1883.

the interestingstories contained therein, he
concluded he would subscribe for tbe paper,
and forthwltn sent bis name and dollar to the
office of publicationIn Chicago. Yesterday,
much to b!s surprise,tbe American Express
Co. called at bis bouse with a package bearing his address, which contained an elegantly
bound setof Dickens' Complete Works,fifteen
volumes, and a note inlormlng him that, be
Ipclng a 85th subscriberto The Ledger, the
books were tbe premium to which he was
entitled. Mr. Coughlin considers his dollar
well invested, and has great faith In The
Ledger, which has given away a large
amount of money In premiums during the
past three months. Every twenty-fifth
yearly subscriber receives a premium worth
from five to one hundred dollars. The
Ledger Is a Urst-class story paper, and Is fast
becoming a Western favorite.—Sioux City
(foira) Journal.

girder-limbs, is large

•

•Send.

the most delioata child!

Bead

Chicago Ledger. After reading a few of

which a limb, originally destined to
grow free and bear foliage, has been

L

jffi/sr’ss

A few days ago John Coughlin,of S14 Sixth
etroet, accidentallypicked up a copy of The

l)r«.

to

contains no
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glutton that.orami up with poultry is

a choke-borefowling
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ring

from

Canton of Vand, which he believes to remedy lor consumption and other diseases Permanent Core
of the respiratory system a* well as dyspepbe still older than the linden of Fri- sia and other digestive troubles. Hold every- rections,
bourg, and considersentitled to be re- where.

garded os the oldest and most remarkable tree in the canton, if not in the
whole confederation.It is growing
near the baths of Alliaz, at a height of
about 1,300 feet above the hotel, and
4,500 feet above the sea, surrounded
by a forest of firs, which it overtops
by more than thirty feet. The trank
of this tree is ten meters, or a little
more than thirty feet, in circumference
sacrifice."
at the base. At about a yard from the
‘ Last summer it was reported that many
ground it puts out, on the south side,
were 111 of malaria. How Is iti’"
“More likely ill of a fear of change. I seven ofifshoots, which have grown into
dop't think Washington is so very malarious. trunks as strong and vigorous as those
At the same time I admit that since residing of the other trees in the forest Bent
here 1 have not always felt first-rate. At
times I have been greatly troubled with and gnarled at the bottom, these sidesharp-shootingpains. One day my right arm trunks soon straighten themselves np
and leg would torture mo with pain, there and rise perpendicularly and parallel
would be great redness, beat and swelling to the main stem. This feature is not,
of the parts, and perhaps the next day the
loft arm and leg would be similarly affected. perhaps, wholly unparalleled,but anThen again It would locate in some particular other most enrions fact is that the two
part of my body and produce a tenderness largest of the side-trunks are connected
which would well-nigh drive me frantic. with the principal stem by sub-quadThere would be weeks at a time that I would
girders.
be afflictedwith an Intermittingkind of pam, rangular braces resembling
. abI .
that would come on every afternoon and These beams have probably been
leave mo comparatively free from suffering formed by an anastomosing of branches,
during the balance of the twenty-four hours."
which, common enough among angio"Of course you consulted the doctors resperms, is extremely rare among conigarding your difficulty?"
“Oonsuhedthem? Well, I should say I did. fers ; but it has been impossibleto asSome told me I had neuralgia; others that I certain the manner in which the inhad inflammatoryrheumatism,for which
growing of one branch into another has
there was no cure."
ies?"

We

Wemin’s Face.

Curious Fir Tree.

of Marshall, Mich.,
offer to send their oeleb rated Electro- Vol-

taic Belt and other Electric Appliances
on trial for thirty days, to men (young or
old i afflicted with nervous debility, loss of
vitality and manhood, and all kindred troubles. Also for rheumatism,neuralgia, paralysis, and many other diseases. Complete
ib *
te toration to health, vigor, and manhood
guaranteed.No risk is Incurred, as thirty
days' trial Is allowed.Write them at onoe
for illustrated pamphlet, free.

me

CONSUMPTION CAN BE CURED!

WILL CURE

DR.I

[Dyspepsia,

WM

Liver

and

Graham, Wholesale Druggist, of Auswrites: “I have been handling Dr.
Wm. Hall's Balsam for the Lungs for the
past year, and have found it one of tbe most
salable medicines I have ever had in my
house for coughs, colds, and even consumpJ. W.

0

umBILSAM

KIDNEY

SatisfactoryEvidence.

HILL’S

Complaint

tin, Tex.,

____

i

yen, even

And Health Restorer,

tion, always giving entire satisfaction. Please

A perfect renovator and Invlg orator of the
system, carrying away all poisonous matter,
and restoringthe blood to a healthy condition, enrichingIt, refreshingand Invigorating
both mind and body. As a cure for HHKUMAT1C8 it has no equal

send me anolher gross."

Supplementing recently published
The Boy’s Idea of It.
extracts from the journal of the Rus“Put np" at the Gault Hoose.
sian Minister of Finance as to the agri“Now, then,” said ft Sunday school
The business man or tourist will find first(In nmri of chnnr..S.nd for mam I
’tnotneltrnltr.Addrem JA.-* Bl'YDAM*
culture of Siberia, M. Yermolaieff has teacher, who was trying to explain a class accommodations at the low price of $2
Stud 6! 1mm Stmt. I«kCU*
and
$2.50
per
day
at
the
Gault
House,
Chicawritten a very interesting description miracle to her class, “how do you acgo, corner Clintonand Madison streets. This SAFE,
of the way in which the settlers from count for Peter betog able to walk on far-famed hotel Is located in the center of the
In all cases of Indigestion,Biliousness, Conother parts of Russia who come to farpi the surface of the water?”
city, only one block from the Union Depot. stipation, Headache,Loss of Appetite, Piles,
Elevator;
all
appointments
first-class.
there live. The whole family lives in
*T know!” said a little bright-eyed
Neuralgia, Nervous disorders and all FEH. W. Horr, Proprietor.
MALE COM PLAINTS, IIopMund .Yl.&l/r
a small roimi decorated with copper boy, whose father lost a limb at the
II it torn never falls to perfect a cure when
tontharwith • VALUA DLETIIB ATISI on thla dlaaaaa
___
_____col
lored engravings of the siege of Vicksburg.
images and
TeHtfid by Time.
properly taken.
to auy .offeror. piT.M^a.n? r O.BdJr ...
“Well, how do you account for Peter’s
latfcwar with Turkey. This room is at
wuf. A.SUKiCR,ill Fur list.,KawYerJ.
THOUSANDS OF CASES
For Throat Diseases, Colds, and Coughs,
once a chapel, a bedroom, and a dining walking on the water ?”
Brown’s Bronchial Troches have proved Of the wors; forms of those terrible diseases
room. A second room is reserved for
“He had cork logs and they wouldn’t their efficacy by a test of many years. Price have been quickly relieved, and in a chort
time perfectly cured by the use of llopw
provisions, and the settlers, as a rule, let him sink!” said the little fellow, 26 eta.
and NI AI/r Hit frrtf. Do not got llopN
iYi
The daughter of Hov. J. T. Walker, a clerlive well, their staple dishes being tish triumphantly.— Paris Beacon.
confounded with other Infegyman of Norwich, HI., was a victim of neu- rior preparations of similar name. Take
prepared with butter and milk, though
No. 62— S 4.
U.N.U.
More destruction. A Montana firm alglc rheumatism. All that loving cure and nothing but llopw and 11.4 1/1'. All
they occasionally have meat and game.
attention could suggest was invoked, until druirgl-ls keep them. None genuine unless AITHKN WRITING TO AUVKBTMEtWj
There is always a bath, a cellar, and a has contractedto deliver 1,000 pairs of Athlophorus, the conquering specificwas mnnufacturodby
VI pleane any you a*w the odvertiswmeul
tried with the most beneficial results. Price,
HOPS Sl MALT BITTERS CO., Detroit,Mich. li 11U» paper.
stable attached to the house, and a buffalo horns.
?1 per bottle. If your drugalst husul it. send
kitchen garden around it. Taking a
Best Goods Are Put in Smallest Parcels. *to Athlophoros Co., 112 Wall street, N. Y.
family with which he is acquainted,and
The old proverb is certainly true In the
From Col. C. H. Mackey, 32d Iowa Infanwhich consists of a father and two case
of Dr. Pierce's “PleasantPurgative
grown-up sons, M. Yermolaieff says: Pellets,” which are little, sugar-wrapped try: 1 have derived more benefit from Ely’s
Cream Ba m than anything else 1 have ever
“The mother has just died, and the two parcels, scarcelylarger than mustard seeds, tried. 1 have now licen using it for three
j&JsnD jsl
sons help their father— one in the house containing as much ca.hartlc power as Is
months and am experienelng no trouble from
done up :n tha biggest,most repulsive-lookand the garden, the other upon the ing pill. Unlike the big pills, however, they Catarrh whatever. I have been a sufferer
land. They make a considerablesum are mild and pleasantin their operation— do for twenty years.— C. H. Mackey, Sigourney,
Iowa, Feb. 22, 1882.
by gatheringwild raspberries, currants, not produce griping pains, nor render the
bowels
costive
alter
using.
and cherries, which they dry and sell,
Solid men admire the beautiful, and this acIIU C1IVBM AWAY*
PIUtNKNTlf
in some years making as much as 30
PARTIAL LINT
Crystallizedsugar is the "rock” that has counts in Homo measure for the thousandsupon
N. ilreenbn**, $100
rubles. One of the two
• ,b
brothers spends turned many u faan &-ryo.—Marathon Inde- thousands of bottles of Carboline, the deodoreach it I ilmuri
ized petroleumhair renewer and dressing, which
the winter shooting, and makes good pendent.
have been sold yearly since its invention, by
prices for the game, while the fish
Important.
Messrs. Kennedy & Co., of Pittsburgh, Pa.
which is caught in the summer is salted
When you visit or leave Now York City,
Bracelets. $16 each j 10 Silver lltottcr Herylcrs, $ 1 OOeMb i
For throo winters I have been afflicted
down for home consumption. The in- save Baggage Expresaigeand Carriage Hire, and
•tav at the Grand Union Hotel, oppositeGrand with Catarrh and Cold in tho Head. I used
come of this family is about 250 rubles Central Depot: 800 elegant rooms fitted up at a Ely’s Cream Balm; It accomplished nil that
n year, and the total expenditureis cost of ono million dollars, reduced to $1 and was roprosentod. T. F. MoOormick (Judge
certainly not more than 120 rubles.” upwards per day. European plan. Elevator, Common Pleas), Elizabeth,N. J. Price 50 eta. impattird tiuumcr. PrownU will l« sent to unyimn. ol tho United Rote* or Chuo(Ja. Kvm* pmon w-ndlng i» M>
SK
-ivINed
for a loon, to li mode out of
Ueatanrantsupplied with the b^t. Horse cabs,
Each farm has at the least ten milch kt&gc.and elevated railroad to all depots. Famiing profits,tho amount borrowed bring permittedto remain l»i«kl « kmg as
**o^6«rIk adiicloil with bore Eyes, use Dr. Isaac and keep*
mid. On the ba*i« of 230.0Mdrcnlatlon(which will
tho Lnwinw
cows, with about fifteenor twenty sheep lies can live better for less money at tho Grand
Thompson's
Eye
Water.
Druggists
sell It. 25c.
and pigs, the size of the farms varying Union than at any first-classhotel in tbe city.
very little. The poultry yard generally
A button is one of those events that arealcontainssome Cochin-Chinafowls, to- ways comivg off.
pnSts would be but a tooth of the amount. Therrigw a> pubyntors am dwog u« .»
tiisfr
gether with a few ducks and geese of
i\/sfcNT£l>—SalcKiuiiutor each County, • mum*, wo desire to Mum favor for favor. Any milto-riberwho dealr* to horr^from flOO b) 25«l at 4per vnt.
Tho lli-iitllutter Color.
VV month and eiitcnaeM. GooiIn sold by BAmple. the principal to rtan.l if diwired.iu> ktng a* tho borrower remain* a Mibscribcr,tiiould ao rtate when he sends us 90
the ordinary breeds.
«w...s.*
• it
riul
ton to
til our
ttfir paper,
_ —
Tho great unanimity with which dairymen Send stamp. LA BELLE MFU. CO., Chicago,111.
cent*
for a
6-monlb*'trial>ub*cri|*ui!i
of high reputation have adopted, in prof .-rto t oldicn sud Ifclr*. Rend stamp
What to Say.
cnco to anything else, the Improved llutter
for Irrnlars L. BINOHAM. AtCONDITIONS:
Color, made by Wells. Klthardson & Co., of PENSIONS torney,Washington. D. C.
yon will send the names of aevenl of your neighborsto whom
Old Abner was a money lender, and Burlington, Vt, Is tomarkabie. It shows
Os. y.tr kTrrdit*. fur t«1o« netlveSJr**'1**1* ft
wo out i*(er-notas to the amount of property you are w«th
or Hbort-Uandand T
I CIDHVelegTwpb/.orabor
butoAtoyour good character. Every nbaoribermust JNMtttow to be oid«rof lh. blither it Cktcoto Put m»d Cosrtor
the stingiest man in his county. Ab that the claims of imitative colors arc base- I CAnN Writing tlm*. SIS
Bit
JSSSffi UffTw
th.
tun of ........ dulltrt, wiUi intomtat4 per cm!
»how the paper »nd Jinsseiit to hi* friend* und neigh! Addrew VALENTINE DivOS-Jcnesville. Wie.BB bers. to
p*r twiuni tfl.r mttortty. U i* i»s4«*too4 sod sitotjl
charged not only the legal rate of inter- less. Wise dairymenwill use no other.
\\ hen o loan is made, tfie Adjotolnt,'
form of note will b#
no jort of tb. printip.!of thU not# wtU to d«Btad>
Morphine Habit Cared In 10 sent with the money to the subscriber'snearest bank or express tl.it
est, hnt a good deal-more when he had
.4 or Urom. pty.bl. (rietptit my plt^or.), u lone as
The parson at tbe wedding Is the right
to *2(1 dnya# So i»a> till eared.
1 itsutin• »aifav tutoenber to tto shot. MMd
Da. J. Htkphxsh, Lebanon. Ohio.
a chance for it. One evening he attend- man In the rite place.
ed a revival meeting where the appeals
VJY RENDING YOUB ADDUEH8, with name of Taper
Horsfonl’a Add Phosphate.
for, you
can
Jj or Magazine yon wWi to NiibscribeW
------id the confessionsof
of the preacher and
obtain lower rateM thau publUhers'.
SPECIFIC
VIRTUES
IN
DYSPEPSIA.
I
W.F.
MCDONALD,
Abmokk.
Westchester
Oo,
N.Y.
various members of the flock so worked
Dr. A Jenkins, Great' Falls, N. H.,pays: “I
WHO WILL HERD TUB OU1CKEHTV
npon his feelings that he concluded he can testifyto its seemingly almost speciflo
19.000 to be
end 90 cento
must get up and give his testimony :
virtuesin cases of dyspepsia, nervousness,
you will be eniltied to one receipt good for one preunt and if v our letter Is
“Brothers and sisters,”old Abner and morbid vigilance or wakefulness."
among the flnrt WW re-eirol you will aho be entitledto a beautiful
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commenced, rubbing his big, bony
hands together in a hesitatingsort of
way, “I hardly know wha-a-a-t-t-to say
thi-i-s evening.” A profound sOence
succeeded the sentence, when some one
from the rear part of the house yelled
out in thunder tones: “Say ten per
cent, Abner.” Old Abner sank back
into hisseat for once completely crushed.

A Lucid Explanation.
is that, lovey dovey?” asked
newly married Mrs. Legalcap Demurrer
of her husband, as he laid a heavy
volume on the mantel.
“That is my brief in the Jones case,

“What

sweetie,” he responded, with a kiss.

“Why

does lovey call it a brief?” •
“Because it contains 38G pages.”—
The Hatchet.

mam
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CARDS
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red-out housekeeper who must be on her

feet all

may direct. A lirt ol waUh winner* will be pnblisbadIn cur papa.
The 50 cents you send us i* tho regular price for six month*, therefore you pay nothinglor the present. Subscribeat onoe. Don’t
wait a day. We will send you the paper 9 months and 2 numbered
Send $1,
. good for 3
---- and we will

_________________ r.forcachofy(wr

subscriber* aud l extra for your trouble. Nd|'o«tponenwot.Bend
10 sutawTibers, with $5. and we will send you 12 suberripUooa
and 13 rwapta. This offer is good only until February25. We have
150.000 subscribers already, and only require 100,000 more to
have the desired number. " Our old patroos and subscribenk
whom we number by thtnieand*. should go to work at coqi
I and hdp us iiK-rraseour lut by this grand and |

_

Lydia E. Pinkham’S Vegesabie Compound
is highly praised by tho$o who are obliged
to ttand all day in stores, and is a genuine
blessing In every such ease, as well as to the

BARGAINS
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Simpletonsin council never simplifymat•
_

ters.

GREAT

- in Usds of oil kinds. OsUlngo# /*»*. New Map
4Vs. IUC. II. L. HTAPLE*. Ri. brr m.t. Vk

Mensman's Peptonized Beep Tonic, th«
o^ly preparation of beef containing its en- tiro nutritiousproperties. It contains bloodmaking, force generating,and lifo-sustaining
properties;invaluable for indigestion,dyspepsia, nervous prostration, and allforms of
general deb llty; also, In all enfeebled conditions, whether the result of exhaustion,nervous prostration, over work, or acute disease,
particularly if resulting from pulmonary
complaints. Caswell, Hazard k Co., proprietors, NSW York. Bold by druggists.
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A VERY RADICAL

A Very Sad Story
John B. Gough

tells the

following:“A

has been

•

made

in the stock of

goods at the One-Pnce Sto^of

-

minister of the gospel told of one of the

most thrilling incidents I have heard in
my life. A member of his congregation

BARRINGTON,

E.

A

HOIA-ASP, MICH.
*

•Vf)'

came home for the first lime in his life intoxicate^, and his boy met him on the

A

door-step,clapping his hands and exclaim-

‘Papa

ing,

come home!’ He

has

seized,

I

swung him

the hoy by the shoulder,

around, staggered, and fell in the

hall.

Boots and Shoes, Rubbers and Slippers superior to any in the city.

Ladies are invited to

the hill. There was the child dead! there

m
V

his wife in strong convulsions, and

asleep'.’A

man

POWDER

dead child in the house,
a blue mark upon the temple

having'

Whfifc
come

/

a

When

I did.’

hand over his

he

boy

‘You cannot

is

my

VAN DUREN SCO., Proprietors.

my
}

Having lately re-openedthe “City Meat
Market” in the First Ward, we kindly invite the citizens of this city to give us a
call. We intend to keep our market supplied with the best and choicest meats that
can be procured.

boy.’ To prevent

I took him to the child’sbod,
•nd as I turned down the sheet and showed
him the corpse he uttered a wild shriek,
>H)h, my child?’ That minister said further
me: 'One year

from

after that he was

asylum

a lunatic

to

.•

Hosiery, Lace, and Calicoes

He

and designs., v/vv”"

of styles

_

A FRESH STOCK OF GROCERIES CONSTANTLY ON HAND.

confusion

to

;

Meat Market.

Gity

see him.’ 'Stand out of

I will see

number

in an endless

awoke, and

matter? where am I? where

?!

my

and exclaimed,‘What

face

'

of

Style Prints, I Dress Patterns.

HATS AND CAPS. Towelings, Table Linen,

W. VAN DEIl VEERS.

DUKEN.

he awoke he passed his

is the

my wayj

G. J. VAN

drink. Be had told

mo that I must remain until

New

•
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wife upon the

brink df the gravel-' Mr. Gough,’ said

V 'friend,T cursed the

.y-

head as he

in contract with the

Winter Dress Goods,

and examine our stock

call

have a stock of

also,

,

Absolutely Pure.

corner of the marble steps had

swung him around, and
<•

he

about thirty years of age

asleep,with a

'
,

remarkable low figures. We

has just been received and will be sold, at

That ministersaid to me, 'I spent the
night in that house. I went out, bared
my brow that the night air might fall upon it and cool it. I walked up and down
was

large and very fine stock of

brought

COMB BABLY
Holland, Mich., Aug,

and

G-ET

BEST BAR/GAHsTS

1884.

6,

We make

side by side

with bis wife In the grave, and I attended
his funeral.’

who

told

me

The

minister of the gospel

that fact

is

to-day a drunken

hostlerin a liable in Boston.

me what rum
imbrute,

will not

and damn

and can aasure our patrena that the Lard
purchased ef us, is perfectly pure and of

dol

It

Now,

G. J.

VAN DUREN & CO.

Holland, Mich., Feb.

everything that is

15,

being. There is lothing drink rpHE Circuit Court far tho county of Ottawa—
A In Chancery.
will not do that is vile, dastardly,cowardSTATE OF MICHIGAN, JB8
County
ounty o
ofOLUwa,
ly, sneaking or hellish. Why are we not
ABBIE S, ELWOOD, Complai
Inant,
to fight it till the day of our death?”

MICHAEL ELWOOD. Defendant.
Very Bemarkably Becovery.
Mr. Geo. V. Willing, of Manchester,
Mich., writes: "My wife his been almost
hslpless for five yean, so helpless that she

bottles

of

alont.

Electric

is so

ials attest thiir great curative powers.

Only

fifty cents a bottle by H.

above ell liberties.—Jftfton.

publications for the present season is one
embracing the tragedy of American history from the foundation of the republic
to the present day.
American history has in every period
been distinguishedby startling phases.
Boldness of conception, breadth of plan,
energy of execution, tenacity and courage
charcterizeher annals. These traits are
illustrativenot only o! her laudable
achievements,and of those who advance
her civilization,her commerce,schools,
churches, her material, morm, and intellectual prosperity,bat they characterize
as well those whose efforts have been to

down and destroy. That the

Silrenrui,

Suit pending tn the Circuit Court for tho connty
of Ottawa in chancery, at the city of Grand Haven,
on the 11th day of December, A. D. 18t)l.
In this cauee It appearing from affidavit on file,
that the defendant. Michael Elwood, is now absent from his last known place of residence and
that his present wtAabonts is not known to the
deponent,on motion of John C. Post, Esq., complainant's solicitor, it Is ordered that the said defendant, Michael Elwood, cause his appearance to
be entered herein, within five months from the
I
date of this order, and in case of his appearance
that he cause his answer to the complainant's bill
of complaintto be filed, and a copy thereof to be
aerved on said complainant’ssallcilor,within
twenty days after service on him ol a copy of said
bill, and notice of this order; and that in default I also
thereof,said hill be taken as confessed by the said
non-resident defendant.
And it is farther ordered, that within twenty
days the aaid complainantcause a notice of this
order to be published to the Holland City Nrws,
a newspaper printed,published and circulating in
said connty, and that such publicationbe con
tinned therein at least once In each week, for six
w eeks in succession, or that he cause a copy of
this order to be personally served on said nonresident defendant, at least twenty days before
tho time above prescribed for his appearance.
Dated, December 11, ISM.
All
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Gold and Silver Watches at Keasonahle Prices,
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The largest assortmentsf
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RINGS
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LOOD* regulate
Kx*tohk Tin
HXALTH and V100B of YOUTH! In all those
It will purify and enrich the
the LlVIlt and KIDNEYS, and

keep on hand a large assortment of

and a

a certain and efflclen- TONIC,
ipeclallr liysnepsla.Wantof
Appetite,.Indlgesinarked
Uon,
on, Lack
Lock or
of Strength,
strength, etc.,
etc.. us
Us use
use it marten
with Immediate and wonderfulresults. Hones,
muscles and nerves receive new force. Enlivens
the mind and supplies Hrain Power.
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In

DR. HARTER! IRON TONIC a safe and speedy
cure. It gives a clear and healthy complexion*
The strongesttestimony to the value of J»n.
Hajter'sirox Tonic ts that' frequent attempts
at counterfeiting have only added to the popularthe original. If you earnestlydesire health
A
do not experiment—gel the OniOlNAL AND BIST.
4 Bend your addreastoTbeDr. Harter MadOo/
I.’W
B St, Louis. Mo., for onr “DREAM BOOK."
\Fnllof strangeand naafol Information,free.,

are warranted

Dr. Harter's Iron Tonio is for
Druggists and Dealers Everywhere.
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Mk

On Market Street, near Eighth,
have the newest and best hearse In
horses and carriages for funeral purposes, which I will
furnish
I

CUTTERS and SLEIGHS.
I am prepared to do repairingand engraving promptly and in the best manner.

THE LIGHT RUNNING

Come and examine our

stock.

No

trouble to show Goods.

0.

Holland, Mich., May

E.

as cheap,

J.

FLIEMAN

BREYMAN.

12,

1884.

HEROLD,

if

not cheaper ^

The popular wagon manofactnrer
than any party in thli city.

H.
Holland, July

has in stock a number of the

CUTTERS
made by the

28,

BOONE.

1882.

Send six cents for postage,
and receive free a costly box
of goods which will help you

A PRIZE

ito more money right dway
than anythingelse ti
in this world. AH, of either
sex, succeed from first hour, The broad road to
fortnne opens before the workirs. Absolutely sure.
At once address: Thu* & Co., Augusta, Maine.

4!My

NorthwesternSleigh Company,
has just received a large stock of the latest
styles of Ladies’ and Gentlemen’s

SEWING MACHINE

of

Milwaukee.These cutters for ease and comfor

SIMPLE

BOOTS A SHOES

1

g%3 among which

are the celebrated

are saperior, while in

mP

FREE!

Strength and Durability!
^RELIABLE SELF-CURE.
they beat everything.Tho dash is a new device
BSb A favoi
which cannot be broken.
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toplatosMledenvelope/V**.
DruggiflUCADfilliU
AddressDR. WARD A CO., Louisiana, Mo.

have a lot of

I also

HAND SEWED
Sleighs of Every Description.

SHOlfiS.

_

THE ONLY SEWING MACHINE
^

_

THAT

8IVES

_

Repairing promptly and neatly
done.

pimmnmcwN
r has ho

equaiT]

on hand which I propose to

FARMERS

and

sell at

COST.

JAS.

HUNTLEY,

OTHERS

wishinganythingin my line can do no better than
by callingon me. I have a large stock of readymade work in

CALL AND SEE US.
Estimates given
NO.

46,

EIGHTH STREET.

which

E. HEROLD.
Holland, Mich., March 18, 1884.

NEWHOME

FIRST

SEWING MACHINE CO]

ORANGE MASS.
30 UNION SQ.NY CHICAGO ILL
8T. LOUIS MO. ATLANTA GA.

FOB SALE BYF=r

MEYER, BROUWER

II

CO.,

I will tell at astonishingly
law prices In
order to make room for my fall stock.

mmt

CARPETS,

WALL PAPER,

— and—

BTS.

kinds

for alj

of buildings, fin-

ished and completed.
Call

and examine and give me a
J.

WARD

trial.

FLIEMAN,

Holland, Mich. Oct. 83, 1884.

Drug Store. DO YOU KNOW Planing and Re-sawing
B, B,

BEST, M, D, Prop9r.

done on short notice.

THAT

LORILLAUD’S CLIMAX
PLUG TOBACCO.

Mr. I. A. Anderson, a competent prescriptionclerk, has charge, and will be
found at all hours, ready to compound
prescriptions In
thoroughly reliable With Red Tin Tag,

_
a

manner. *

A complete assortment

4m1«h n

‘

‘mk-T

the city.

;)
Salk by au

,

subscription.The canagent for such » work wgll find
and a patronagethat
ess assuredlly profit
St. Louis
c*i tho enterWe advertise them In

The nldeat eitabllihed stable Id

ity of

als of the varions eras of our country.

criminals.

EL BOCOSTB,

disease* requiring

ever displayed in this city.

to be just as represented.

Circuit Court Commitrioner. Ottawa Co. Mich.
Post,-Complatnant't Solicitor. 45-t

John C.

terrible

by

Attornej.

Tonic.

this city, with the finest

latter

The work is In the main Biograpbica
and embraces among others the crimes
and conspiracies of John A.r Murrel, the
great South-westernland pirate; the g
gantic schemes of Col. Monroe Edwardi
the Napolean of Forgers;the Mountain
Meadow Massacre, murders and burg
lories of Ruloff, the great philologist,the
murder of Dr. Parkman by Prof. Webster, the CuoDlngbam-Burdell mystery,
the Lowery gang, the swamp angels of
North Carolina, the Colt- Adams murder,
Hill-Evansfeud In Kentucky, career o'
Cullen Baker, the Arkansas desperado,
the Helen Jewett-Frank Rivera murder,
Ben Thompson, of Texas, the Man-Slayer;
the Bender family, the Kansas fiends
James and Younger Brothers, etc.
pictorialfeature is one of more than
an— embracing 161 superb
Hading personal portraitsof

ten o'clock tn the fbrenoep of said day, in and to
the following described real estate,lying and being
in the county of Ottawa, and State of Michigan, as
fellows, to-wit : Lot six (6), block forty-six i46) in
the City of Holland, Ottawa county. Michigan.
Dated, Grand Haven, December 4, 1884.
JOHN VAUPELL, Sheriff Ottawa Co. Mich.
J. (J. Post,
43-flw

at

ACTS nCARBtiVQ

Ira

the Goods

AREND VISBCnER,

constitutea material portion of that history
one ef necessaryinstruction and Interest
to every thoughtful reader and student
who would be informed in his country’s
annals, is a fact which all will recognize.
“The proper study of mankind is man,”
wrote the poet and moralist, Alexander
Pope. This work presents man, the most
complex of all subjects,in his startling
phases, and as a feature of American history, apt in i’s scope and design, it is of
absorbing interest.
Gibbon picturing truly the crimes, effeminancy and laclviousness of the later
Reman empire— Gillis pointing out the

degenercy of the demagoguesot
Athens, and Hume picturing the brutal
crimes of England of the 13tb, 14th and
15th centuries,performed the part of wise
teachers in warning their countrymen
against similar lapses from the straight
and narrow paths of honor, honesty and
truth. In a similar spirit has the author
of "History, Romance and Philosophy of
Great American Grimes and Crimlnsls”
portrayed the typical crimes and crimin-

?!TONIC

Boodi,

FULL LINE OF GOLD PENS.

BOOK.

Among the announcementsof new

pull

DIAMONDS,

SPECTACLES

Walsh.

Give me libertyto know, to utter, and
to argue freely,according to conscience,

A NOTABLE

Jewelry, Watches,

D

much improved,that she
is able now to do her own work.”
Electric Bitters will do all that is
claimed for them. Hundreds of testimonand

TRUE

THE ONLY

human

Bitters,

£ IRON

-dealer tn-

1883.

Order of Publication.

noble, bright, glorious, and godlike in a

She used two

Otto Breyman

fine quality.

tell

will debase,

could not turn over in bed

Sheriff’s Sale.
By virtue of an exeentlonIssued out of and under the seal of the Circuit Court, of the county of
Ottawa in the State of Michigan, attested on tho
lMhdayofNovember,A.D. 1884, to me directed
and delivered In fkvqr of^ Maranda F. Wheeler,
plaintiff, and against tbs goods and chattels and
for want theteot,then q{ 'toe real estate of Phebo
A. Fisher, defendant therein named, I have levied
upon and shall expose for sole stpnblicauction to
the highest bidder, all the estate, right, title and
interestof the sold Pbebe A. Fisher, at the front
door of the court house, tn the diy of Grand Ufrf
en, that being the place of holding the Circuity
Court of the county wherein said premises are
sltnatcd,on Monday, thq 19th day of January, 1885,

TOILET ARTICLES

of

is the bestt Is tho purest; is
never sdnlteratea with glucose, barytes, molasses,
or any deleteriousingredients,as is the cose with
many other tobaccos.

Lorlll&rd’a Rom Leaf Fine Out

A1«S PERPM
a first-classdrug

store will be kept constantly en hand.

GIVE
Holukv

US

Hand Railing, Sash

Doors, Blinds,

also mode of the finest stock, and for aromatic
chewing qualitiesis second to none.

Mouldings,

Brackets, etc.,
furnished.

is

Everythingapertalning to

To-

Stairs,

made and

